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JMU loses bid for Phi Beta Kappa chapter 
Faculty workload, student-athlete GPAs top reasons for rejection 
Kkan Krishnamurthy & 
JohnParmetee  
stqffwriters 
JMU will not gel a chapter of Phi 
Beta Kappa, the national honor 
society, because JMU has heavy 
faculty workloads, loo many part-time 
faculty, and too many athletes with 
grade point averages below 2.0. 
According to Dr. Kay Knickrchm, 
who led JMU's effort to get a chapter. 
Phi Beta Kappa "mentioned that the 
heavy teaching load interfered with 
time spent on research." 
JMU faculty currenUy teach about 12 
hours each semester, considerably more 
than the national average, Knickrchm 
said. Faculty at most institutions teach 
either nine hours each semester or a 
total of IS hours during an academic 
year, she said. 
Karen Leigh, director of JMU's 
public information office, said Phi 
Beta Kappa said the teaching load 
"geared faculty toward teaching . . . 
rather than research." 
Knickrchm said the large number of 
part-time faculty, especially in the 
English and foreign language 
departments, also contributed to the 
decision. 
"They suggested ihc heavy use of 
part-time faculty might explain why 
faculty do not seem to be involved in 
university governance," she said. "But 
they were very vague." 
Phi Beta Kappa also said the number 
of student athletes with GPAs below 
2.0 caused concern, Knickrchm said. 
Dean Ehlers, JMU's athletic director, 
said, "Obviously it's a problem if they 
listed it as a problem. 
But "JMU only requires a 2.0 at 
graduation," Ehlers said. "The 
important thing is that young men and 
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Students, environmental groups clash 
over Mobil Oil campus recruiting visit 
C. DOUGLAS SMITH/THE BREEZE 
Music Rocks 
John Burcham climbs the Music Building in 
preparation for one day fulfilling his dream 
of climbing Mount Everest. 
Christy Mumford  
assistant lifestyles editor 
Members of nationwide and JMU environmental 
groups clashed with representatives of the Mobil Oil 
Corp. in the Warren Campus Center Thursday night 
over Mobil's impact on the environment. 
The students wanted Mobil to address student 
allegations that the oil company slows research on 
alternative energy sources and dumps waste in areas 
populated primarily by racial minorities. 
So the students, some of whom arc involved in the 
national Student Environmental Action Coalition, 
JMU's chapter of EARTH or both, attended a 
presentation on job opportunities being given by 
Mobil for JMU's chapter of the Association for 
Computing Machinery. 
The students wore SEAC and EARTH T-shirts and 
came with statistics about the effects of Mobil's 
operations on the environment. 
In response to the presence of these students, the 
representatives of Mobil left before the presentation 
began — leaving behind other angry students who 
had come looking for job information. 
Beth Ising, national council coordinator of SEAC 
and president of EARTH, said, "We were concerned 
Mobil would not be presenting the whole view about 
what Mobil is. Mobil is about discrimination, 
environmental degradation and the manipulation of 
resources of the planet and of people. 
"And it's all oil companies, not just Mobil." 
But Thomas Moulton, vice president of ACM, said 
the protest was totally inappropriate to the occasion. 
"Their intent was to interrupt our meeting and keep 
us from getting jobs with Mobil Oil, as well as ask 
questions. They could have protested the event 
without causing the friction they did," he said. 
John Lord, a spokesman for Mobil, said the 
representatives left because they were not prepared to 
answer questions about the environment. "About 50 
young environmental activists came in passing out 
fliers, asking about environmental issues." 
The Mobil representatives "were not there to 
discuss the subject, so they left," he said. 
Ising disagreed with this reasoning. "If they're there 
representing Mobil they'd better know what they're 
representing," she said. 
Lord said Mobil's representatives attempted to carry 
on later but were unable to do so. "About 30 minutes 
later, ACM said campus security would clear the 
room, but the environmentalists were still there 
hostilely asking questions. So they didn't feel it was 
appropriate under the circumstances to carry on their 
program," he said. 
Ising said, "If they consider us walking in quietly, 
sitting down and talking among ourselves 'hostile,' 
they'd better get a new dictionary. 
"Wc planned to ask questions after the 
presentation," she said. 
Moulton said he called campus police to disperse 
the crowd so ACM could carry on a meeting to 
discuss the altercation, but by the time police arrival, 
the meeting was virtually over. 
No arrests were made, but Moulton said ACM 
plans to file judicial charges against EARTH. 
But Ising said EARTH was not the organizer of the 
event. "I went there as a representative of SEAC — it 
had nothing to do with EARTH," she said. 
Moulton said the use of SEAC is only a cover for 
the EARTH chapter's actions. "EARTH was denied 
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Phi Beta Kappa 
Lights from Wilson Hall illuminate the building and cast an eery glow across the Quad. 
Protest - 
CONTINUED from page I 
the privilege of protesting Mobil Oil. Randy 
Mitchell, [director of student activities,] told them not 
to do it. So they used their sister organization SEAC, 
which is not recognized by the university, to do their 
dirty work for them." 
Erin Goewey, a member of SEAC, said their 
attendance at the presentation was meant to be 
peaceful. "We went in and sat down very quietly. We 
just wanted to ask some questions." 
Ising agreed. ">\ 3 all agreed it was to be peaceful, 
not disruptive. We were not there for a confrontation. 
SEAC is non-violent," she said. 
Ising claimed Mobil, along with other oil 
companies, holds patents to innovative devices meant 
to harness alternative energy sources in order to 
maintain the demand for oil. She also alleged Mobil 
dumps waste into impoverished areas that are 
populated by racial minorities. 
"Mobil is racist," she said. 
But Moulton said the students entered the meeting 
under false pretenses. "They kept repeating they 
wanted jobs with Mobil," he said. "None of them 
were CS or CIS majors. It was very obvious they 
were there to protest. 
"If they had approached us ahead of time, we could 
have arranged for Mobil to bring some of their PR 
people — we could have worked something out. The 
representatives there could only talk on a technical 
level. They should have notified us first or student 
activities," he said. 
Anna Lynn Bell, the director of Career Planning and 
Placement, said Mobil Oil is scheduled to return to 
JMU Nov. 8 to interview for computer programmer 
positions. 
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women who participate in athletics are students first 
and their primary goal is graduating from this 
institution." 
Athletes currently are aided by an "on-going 
academic advising program," he said. "We are aware 
of those that are struggling and we try to help them." 
Knickrehm said JMU should have received a chapter 
despite the problems mentioned. 
Phi Beta Kappa praised the "excellent" quality of 
JMU students, the university's efforts to attract 
minority students and campus expansion, Knickrehm 
said. 
"It was my opinion that the quality of students was 
the bottom line," she said. "So I was very disturbed at 
their turning us down after they had suggested that we 
do, in fact, have deserving students. 
"They admired our physical facilities and thought 
we had done a really good job of expanding in a time 
of rapid growth," she said. 
Applying to Phi Beta Kappa is a three-year cycle 
involving a written application, a school visit and a 
national vote by present Phi Beta Kappa chapters, 
said Douglas W. Foard, executive secretary of Phi 
Beta Kappa. *. 
"JMU got pretty far in this," Foard said. Of more 
than 40 colleges and universities that applied in 1988, 
"only seven schools were chosen for a visit and JMU 
was one of them," he said. 
The visitation team spent almost three days on 
campus. 
"I remember them coming back and saying one of 
the great things about JMU is the student body," 
Foard said. "They were just really impressed by the 
academic preparation, the SAT scores and the kind of 
folks that are up there. 
"But, there were some particular things I recall that 
the visitation team thought were troubling to them," 
Foard said. "So we wrote the faculty applying saying 
here are some problems we found that indicate to us 
that JMU is not quite ready yet to receive a chapter of 
Phi Beta Kappa." 
Foard also said heavy teaching loads, part-time 
faculty and athlete GPAs were the "salient points" for 
denial. 
Five of the seven schools visited were approved by 
the visitation committee and are now ready to be 
voted on at Phi Beta Kappa's tri-annual convention 
in Washington, D.C., in October 1991. 
The schools to be voted on are: Wittenberg College 
in Ohio, Loyola College in Maryland, Fairfield 
University in Connecticut, Southwestern University 
in Texas and Ursinus College in Pennsylvania. 
"They're all good solid liberal arts schools," Foard 
said. "They tend to be a little smaller than JMU." 
JMU can reapply for a chapter in 1991, the next 
three-year cycle. JMU also was denied a chapter in the 
1982 cycle, Knickrehm said. 
But Foard said, "The process [of getting a chapter] 
may take as many as four or five cycles. 
"Some of the correspondence we have with 
institutions goes back to the 1920s, for heaven's 
sake," Foard said. "It's kind of an on-going dialogue." 
Correction 
Robert Mapplethorpc did not produce "Piss 
Christ." The photograph of a crucifix suspended in 
urine was created by Andre Serrano. The artist was 
improperly identified in the Oct. 11 issue of The 
Breeze. 
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Minority enrollment up 419% since 1980 
Mike Consedine, 
Brooke Taylor & 
Dana Patterson  
skywriters 
Compared lo other Virginia schools, 
JMU's minority enrollment is about 
average — but the programs and 
recruiting process involved arc unique 
to JMU. 
About 14 percent or JMU's 9,557 
undergraduates are minority students. 
And that's a 419-percent increase in 
minority enrollment since 1980, when 
minority enrollment was 4.5 percent. 
JMU's minority enrollment includes 
black, Asian, American Indian and 
Hispanic students. 
But the majority of the minority 
students enrolled in JMU arc black. 
Alan Cerveny, JMU's director ol 
admissions, said JMU actively recruits 
minority students. 
Black students "realize that this is a 
predominantly while university and 
many wish to go lo historically black 
institutions," like Howard University, 
Virginia State University and Norfolk 
State, Cerveny said. 
To fight that perception, JMU has 
two main recruiting programs for 
minority students — Black Awareness 
Day in the fall for prospective students 
and Minority Student Weekend in 
April for all minority students offered 
admission to JMU. 
"We try to show them that they'll be 
a part of a supportive campus 
environment," Cerveny said. 
In 1980, only 69 blacks students 
enrolled in JMU. 
"Then," he said, "a core group of 
black and minority students here at 
JMU pulled together and helped the 
admissions office try and recruit more 
minority students. They tried to build a 
sense of community at JMU." 
Cerveny said 250 black freshman 
were enrolled this fall. 
Frank J. Doherly, Jr. assistant 
director of planning and analysis, said 
in the fall of 1981, 43 black students 
enrolled. In Fall 1989, 223 black 
students enrolled. 
"We've built upon our success each 
year — so much so, thai other 
institutions came to us asking about 
our wonderful recruitment tactics and 
want to copy us for their enrollment 
methods," Cerveny said. 
Students of Minority Outreach "have 
lent energetic support to our 
recruitment, especially with something 
as big as Black Freshman Weekend." 
he said. "They've been a great 
volunteer support to us land] helpful in 
every phase." 
Along with recruitment activities, 
JMU also offers services that help 
minority students adjust to college life. 
The Office Of Multicultural Student 
Services, formerly the Office of 
Minority Student Life, assists 
minority students with the transition 
to college. 
Byron Bullock, director of die Office 
of Multicultural Student Services, said, 
"I see our students very active in the 
mainstream, and we want to keep them 
there. We want them to feel like they 
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□ Black Asian Hispanic Other 
•does not include graduate students or non-degree seeking undergraduate students 
are not just restricted to minority 
related activities, minority clubs and 
organizations but that they can come 
here and be anything they want to be." 
Senior management major Aretha 
Pratt said, "I'm involved in both black 
and white organizations on campus, so 
there's really no difference for me." 
Bullock said, "I see students much 
more actively involved in the 
institution, in claiming ownership 
here, feeling very comfortable in this 
environment, taking an active role in 
student government, taking an active 
DOREEN JACOBSON/THE BREEZE 
role in residence life. 
"I think when students visit this 
campus they have an opportunity lo 
see minority students in various kinds 
of leadership roles," he said. "This 
really attracts minorities to JMU." 
But there's no difference between 
recruiting while students and recruiting 
minority students, Bullock said. 
"When we recruit minority students 
we're looking for the same lypc of 
student that we're looking for in our 
ENROLLMENT page 7 
Program to match students with scholarships 
stqffwnter 
Thousands of dollars in scholarship money may 
be $5 away. 
A new service from JMU's Office of Financial 
Aid matches students' majors and interests to 
information on nationwide scholarships or grants. 
It's a computer program called College Aid Sources 
for Higher Education. 
For a $5 fee, the program will provide a list of 
possible scholarships, with addresses, deadlines for 
application and a sample letter students can follow 
when applying for the scholarship. 
"Students would have to buy a program like this 
for $50 to $100," said John Sellers, director or 
financial aid. 
The system begins its service to students today. 
To use it, students should go to the financial aid 
office to pick up an application and a detailed 
instruction sheet. 
When the application is completed, students 
should bring the application to the cashier's office 
and pay the $5 fee. 
When they return to the financial aid office with 
their paid application, student assistants will run 
the CASHE program for them. The resulting list of 
possible scholarships will be sent to the students' 
campus post office boxes within a week. 
Regina Pollard, assistant director of financial aid, 
said CASHE will speed up scholarship searches. 
"In the past, I've looked up scholarships for 
students manually. Besides the fact that it look a 
long time, many of them were out of date by the 
time the students got the information." 
And the CASHE system may help JMU students 
avoid misleading scholarship offers, like the one by 
the Academic Council on Financial Aid that hit 
JMU students last winter. 
ACFA offered the same information mat CASHE 
offers, but they charged students about S60 for the 
service. 
And ACFA was later charged with soliciting 
through the mail under false pretenses. 
The difference between the CASHE program 
offered by the financial aid office and the privately 
owned systems is that nothing is guaranteed. 
"We're simply providing leads," Sellers said. "Also, 
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NEW MUSIC HOTLINE NUMBER!!! (703) 433-TUNE 
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 17th 
MAJOR HANDY 
and the 
WOLF 
COUCHON 
Authentic Zydeco from New Orleans 
Gajun dancemusic 
RECORD FAIR 
BatuM 
Si 
9-5 ay October 20 
nday October 21      1 
Country 
Located 2 miles cast of Mt. Crawford, VA. (5 miles 
south of JMU) 1-81 Exit 61, turn east on Rt. 682. 
Travel 1.5 miles to Rt. 681. Turn left 1/2 mile to 
sale. Signs posted. • 
Over 25,000 new and used records (LP's & 45's), 
plus tapes. All types of music: rock, soul, classical, 
easy  listening, jazz, comedy,  children's,  country, 
Eundtrack, religious, etc.... 
ost LP's $1.00 to $2.50!   If you have records in 
od condition you no longer play, bring them alongj 
<huy and trade also. m Wc1 
Good Music at Great Prices 
Call 434-4260 (9-5) for more information. 
Three new wavs to survive college. 
72* MM ninth QaxK 
With Apple's introduction of three new 
Macintosh' computers, meeting the challenges of college 
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody 
can afford a Macintosh  
The | | is our most 
affordable model, yet it comes with everything you need- 
including a hard disk drive.The H 
combines color capabilities with affordability. And the 
| is perfect for students who need a 
computer with extra power and expandability. 
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll 
have a computer that lightens your work load without 
The SMmtto lb 
giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh 
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And 
when you've learned one program, you're well on your 
way to learning them all That's because thousands of avail 
able programs all work in the same, consistent manner. 
\bu can even share information with someone who uses a 
different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile 
SuperDrive7 which reads from and writes to Macintosh, 
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple*II floppy disks. 
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself, 
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot 
easier. 
For further information visit 
JMU Bookstore 
Warren Campus Center 
568-3989 
Computer sales apply only to JMU Facufty,Staff, and Students. 
t(   The power to be your best™ 
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Rowers for sale 
A merchant sells flowers downtown at the Harrisonburg market 
under the parking garage by Spanky's. The market operates 
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. selling fruits, vegetables and other 
merchandise. 
]Maybe You've Taken 
Some Chances 
With Sex 
Or your contraceptive failed 
You didn't plan to become pregnant 
We know things happen that you don't forsee and don't pian. This 
doesn't mean we take the issues of sex, commitment, responsibility or 
abortion lightly — or that we think you should take them lightly. It means, 
simply, that we understand what it is to be human. 
If you're faced with an unplanned 
pregnancy, first, give yourself a 
little time. Consider ail the options 
— from all the angles. Be honest 
with yourself. Make the best deci- 
sion you can. 
We offer family planning, counsel- 
ing, referrals for prenatal care and 
adoption — and we perform abor- 
tions. All of our services are offered 
with care and compassion and are 
confidential. 
MEMBER 
HMUlm 
Hagerstown Reproductive 
Health Services 
Hagerrtown, Maryland 21740 
(301)733-2400 
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State failed to notify 
JMU employees of cuts 
PeftPugh, 
faculty senate reporter 
The state of Virginia has failed to 
notify JMU employees of a reduction 
of benefits in one of ihe two state 
retirement plans offered, said Clarence 
Geier, Speaker of the Faculty Senate at 
Thursday's meeting. 
Those employees who carry the 
Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association/College Retirement 
Equities Fund retirement package had a 
20-percent cut made in their retirement 
benefits in a decision last summer, 
Geier said. 
"The greater issue here is that this 
was done with no prior notice on the 
part of those individuals who could 
have made changes, or on the part of 
the administration who has the 
responsibility, apparently, to overlook 
all of this," Geier said. 
There are two state subsidized 
retirement plans offered to its 
employees, Virginia State Retirement 
and TIAA/CREF. 
According to Geier, state officials 
came to the conclusion that the 
amount of money they were paying to 
insure the benefits for the VSR plan 
was more than necessary. They could 
reduce the amount of money they were 
paying and still get the same amount 
of benefits for their employees, Geier 
said. 
But to keep allocations to each state 
retirement plan equal, the suite also had 
lo reduce money going to the 
TIAA/CREF plan. And that decreased 
the benefits in the TIAA/CREF plan. 
"The state of Virginia pays for those 
people who choose the [TIAA/CREF] 
option a percentage of money roughly 
equivalent to what it would take to 
maintain the VSR rates," Geier said. 
"Under the TIAA/CREF option there 
are a number of different investment 
packages, the idea being that after a 
particular period of time, between the 
investments die state contributes and 
what you personally contribute, you 
will then have a retirement package 
that you can use," he said. 
Geier said technically the idea of 
equity is in place — there is a 
reduction in one plan and a reduction in 
the other. But there is a definite 
disadvantage to the TIAA/CREF plan. 
Geier provided an example of a JMU 
employee affected by the decrease in 
benefits under the TIAA/CREF plan. 
In the past, the state paid S312 into 
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SMfiSHFOR-LIFE 
Sigma Pi and Alpha Sigma 
Alpha are holding the 
smash-for-life, a car smashing 
fundraiser, to raise money for 
Angela Justis' mother's bone 
marrow transplant. 
Look for the smash-for-life on 
the Commons, Thursday, Oct. 18 
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
For more information call: 
Kevin Pigott — x7272 
Ben Brown — x7271 
Ben Faraone — x7279 
ham 
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Americans arrive home: 
A group of 270 Americans arrived in Raleigh, 
N.C., Friday after a harrowing ordeal in ihcir 
evacuation from Kuwait. 
State Department spokeswoman Margaret Tutwilcr 
said Iraq, in a further tightening of restrictions, no 
longer will free able-bodied men over age 55. 
American males under 18 and over 55 previously 
had been free to leave Iraq and Kuwait. 
AROUND THE GLOBE 
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Different plans in Congress: 
President Bush and House Democrats floated vastly 
different lax plans Thursday that may lead to a 
political confrontation in Congress this week. 
As positions hardened on a five-year, S500 billion 
deficit-cutting package, chances appeared slim that 
either approach could pass before a threatened 
government shutdown this Friday. 
Guerilla attack in Bolivia: 
Leftist guerrillas attacked a U.S. Marine residence 
in La Pa/., Bolivia, killing a Bolivian policeman, and 
set off a bomb that destroyed a monument to 
President Kennedy. 
The three Marines inside the U.S. Embassy guard 
residence were not hurl. 
Ozone hole is worse: 
This year's Antarctic ozone hole appears to match 
ihe two worsl years on record. 1987 and 1989, NASA 
reported. 
Ozone in the upper atmosphere helps shield the 
Earth from the sun's harmlul ultraviolet radiation. 
The Antarctic hole is a large area of" intense ozone 
depletion thai usually occurs between late August and 
early October. 
Cheney foes to Soviet Union: 
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney left Saturday on his 
first official trip to the Soviet Union as head of the 
Pentagon. 
Cheney will be in Moscow lor three days of 
meetings with his counterpart Dmitri Yazov and 
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze. A key issue 
on Cheney's agenda is Soviet information about Iraq's 
military. 
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Career Tidbits 
The June 1990 Money magazine featured the hottest jobs for the 90s. Listed below are 
some of the fastest growing and most profitable careers that allow plenty of room for 
personal and financial expansion. Challenge and prestige also were criteria involved in the 
search for the ideal career. 
JOB 
Chef 
Health Care Cost Mgr. 
Computer Graphics Artist 
Environmental Engineer 
Software Developer 
International Lawyer 
Industrial Designer 
Physical Therapist 
Mgmt. Consultant 
Infertility Doctor 
Mechanical Engineer 
Human Resource Mgr. 
Special Events Marketer 
Operations Research Analyst 
Bankruptcy Lawyer 
AVERAGE 
SALARY 
$35,000 
$75,000 
$30-$60,000' 
$40-$55,000 
$50-$60,000 
$75-$150,000" 
$55,000 
$30-$42,000 
$100-$120,000* 
$50,000 
$40-$50,000 
$40-570,000 
$35-$50,000 
$45-$55,000 
$75-$150,000' 
'after 5 years 
TOP 
SALARY 
$200,000 
$200,000 & up 
$75-$150,000 
$100,000 
$100,000      , 
$200,000      *i 
$90,000 & up 
$100-$120,000 
$250,000 & up 
$150-$250,000 
$80,000 & up 
$100-5165.000 
$150,000 & up 
$150,000 Sup 
$200,000. & up 
Newsfile 
Senior Challenge to aid library: 
Money from the 1991 Senior Challenge will go 
lo benefit Carrier Library, according to the Senior. 
Challenge Steering Commiucc. 
The library was one of four possible recipients 
chosen in a survey by Ihe 1991 senior class. The 
possibilities included: Carrier Library, Academic 
Computing Services, the Counseling and Sludcnt 
Development Center or the Reading, Writing and 
Math Lab. 
Sigma Chi win* award: 
JMU's chapter of Sigma Chi fraternity received 
the Peterson Award from the Sigma Chi 
Foundation. 
The award came with a check u> JMU for SIOO, 
which was presented to JMU President Ronald 
Carrier Oct. I. 
The Peterson Award is presented to the top 
chapters of Sigma Chi for excellence in university 
relations, community service and pledge education. 
Virginia Christmas Show: 
The fifth annual Virginia Christmas Show will 
be held Nov. 1 through 4 at the Showplacc 
Exhibition Center and The Annex in Richmond. 
The show will feature over 450 artisans and 
crafters from across the nation. Craft 
demonstrations, specialty foods and a holiday 
cooking theater also will be available. 
Brown bag luncheon: 
Donna Shickcl, director of Compeer of 
Harrisonburg, will speak on "Getting By With a 
Little Help from Friends: A Response to Mental 
Illness'' Wednesday at noon. 
The speech is a part of the Honor Program's 
Brown Bag Luncheon Scries. 
ll will be held at Hillcrest House. 
Volunteers and books needed for booksale: 
Friends of Carrier Library needs volunteers to 
work a booksale Oct. 20 from 9 a.m. lo 4 p.m. 
Volunteers will need to set up books, monitor 
tables, run cash registers and assist customers at ihe 
booksale. Two hour shifts arc recommended. 
Books also are needed for the booksale. They can 
be donated at the main cnuancc of Carrier Library. 
Include name and address with your donation. 
For more information, contact Alma 
Hale-Cooper, Carrier Library, JMU, Harrisonburg, 
Va., 22807 or call (703) 568-6578. 
Alcohol Awareness Week: 
That's what friends are for" is the theme for this 
year's National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week Oct. 14 to 20. 
The week's activities begin Monday evening with 
a mocktail celebration sponsored by JMU food 
services in Gibbons Dining Hall. "Celebrity 
waiters" and faculty and staff members will serve 
non-alcoholic drinks. 
Tuesday, David Lcschkc, director of chapter 
services of Bacchus of the United Stales, will 
deliver the week's keynote address. His one-man 
live theater presentation on alcohol abuse called. 
"Eddy Talks" will be at 7:30 p.m. in 
Grafton-Siovall Theater. The event is free and open 
to the public. 
A carnival will be held Wednesday from 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the commons. On and off-campus 
services related to alcohol awareness will exhibit a 
variety of educational resources. 
Cillia, an improvisaiional theater group, will 
perform at 7 p.m. at Club Thursdays in the Warren 
Campus Center, Highlands Room. 
" 
.'. 
Enrollment 
CONTINUED from page 3 
white students," he said. "We're 
looking for students who arc actively 
involved in high school, through 
different clubs and organizations." 
Cerveny agreed. "There is u set 
criteria for all students applying to 
JMU. As a pan of the review process, 
we look at SAT scores, of course. But 
we realize and lake into consideration 
cultural biases in the tests. We l<x)k at 
the classes they are taking, grades and 
the program of study they arc pursuing 
in high school." 
Senior psychology major Francinc 
Housier said, "Back then, 1 didn't think 
about [being a minority student | too 
much. I applied where everybody else 
did because ihey were g<x>d academic 
institutions. If I had to do it again. I'd 
make the same choice because I feel 
that JMU is representative of the 
outside world.'' 
Cerveny said JMU scholarships help 
in recruiting minority students. "At the 
present, we're working with the 
advancement office to try and gel 
outside monies" for minority 
scholarships. 
"Every year there are students who 
say they'd love to come to JMU," he 
said. "But they got a full scholarship 
somewhere else, and we can't match 
it." 
However, there are minority students 
who do choose"JMU because of the 
financial aid they are offered. Senior 
management major Terese Fomby said 
she chose the school that gave her the 
most money to attend. 
Among her choices were JMU, 
Virginia Tech, Hampton University 
and the University of Maryland at 
Baltimore County. "Predominantly 
black institutions such as Hampton 
weren't going to give me that much 
money, so I chose JMU." 
Cerveny said the number of transfer 
minority students is relatively small, 
compared with freshman minorities. 
"This is an area where we would like 
to see continued growth," Cerveny 
said. "We'd like to see community 
college students get scholarships to be 
able to come to JMU." 
Bullock said, "I guess one of the 
concerns I have is we don't have 
established programs that attract other 
minorities. I'm hoping that we can 
begin to identify some minority related 
recruitment activities to deal with 
Hispanic students, and Asian 
communities." 
Cerveny said, "We don't want to rest 
on our laurels. There's always room lor 
improvement 
"We want to continue to recruit 
minority students from Virginia and 
around die nation." 
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UVA 
MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM 
CHARLOTTESVILLE 
GENERAL ADMISSION «8PM 
$13.50 GENERAL PUBLIC ADV 
service charge if any 
$15.00 DAY OF SHOW 
Tickets AvatUie At 
TOWI ( CAMPUS RECORDS .H-BURG 
ALL AGES ADMITTED 
"ONE SIMPLE WORD" 
NEW ALBUM OUT NOW 
Faculty Senate 
CONTINUED from page 5 
this individual's TIAA/CREF for each 
payroll period. Under this new 
situation, the state now pays S25I.32 
into his account, or a reduction of 20 
percent. Over the next 12-month cycle, 
this employee can expect to lose 
Computer  
CONTINUED from page 3 
the CAS HE system is updated every 
couple of months, unlike many of the 
others." 
Sophomore Yolanda Harris and 
junior Tracy Concannon were asked to 
head up the CAS HE program as part of 
their work in the financial aid office 
this year. They are in charge of 
inputing the series of codes that arc 
filled out on the applications by 
students, running the program, and 
sending students their printouts and 
sample letters to follow when applying 
for the scholarships. 
They also wrote the instruction sheet 
for the program. 
And Harris and Concannon ran the 
program on themselves, as well as for 
other students in the office, to help 
other students through the search. 
"Students taking part in the CAS HE 
program should fill in the application 
with codes, not just of their majors but 
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$1,500 from his retirement benefit 
package. 
Plans are made to have a 
representative from the state come and 
speak to the Faculty Senate about 
these reductions. 
also of any field remotely related to 
their majors — this can really 
maximize their results," Concannon 
The CASHE program costs S4.700 
each year. JMU paid the original 
money for the program but making a 
profit is not important — Sellers said 
he just hopes the system will be 
popular enough to pay for itself. 
"We're strictly in this Tor the 
students," Sellers said. "We're not 
doing it to make money. Wc encourage 
them to lake advantage of the system 
the first year. If the response is 
positive, we'll renew it." 
The information obtained from the 
program will be most helpful to 
students in the fall. Sellers urges 
students to gel applications out to 
sponsors by December. 
A representative of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
will present an information session 
concerning career opportunities in 
\the FBI on Wednesday, Oct. 17, 1990 
from 5:00-6:30 p.m. in Keezell 105. 
o rao o ran o rno o 
BAGELS 
COUPON — — --- 
BUY ANY BAGEL 
SANDWICH AND 
GET A SECOND 
AT 1 /2 PRICE. 
Must be equal or lesser value and doesn't 
include the daily special. 
■Extended hours Saturday for Parent's Weekend. 
! 7 a.m.-8p.m. 
With this coupon - One per customer 
Coupon  e.xpjres_Oct.  21,   1990 
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Milter ^dioivs 
PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
• Miller Fellows positions will be available in the following offices: 
President 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Vice President for University Advancement 
Vice President for Sponsored Research and External Programs 
Vice President of Student Affairs 
Athletic Director 
• Educational Objectives: 
To provide an opportunity for students to learn about leadership and higher education 
administration. To gain ''hands-on" experience by working directly with two senior level 
administrators, one each semester. 
► Fellows will serve for two semesters: Spring and Fall 1991 
► Fellows will work an average of 10 hours a week for the entire semester. In addition, all 
of the Miller Fellows will meet together one hour every other week to discuss topics and 
share experiences. These common experiences will include discussions with the 
president, members of the University Cabinet, a member of the Board of Visitors, and 
the speaker of the Faculty Senate. The Executive Assistant to the President will 
coordinate and serve as facilitator for the common experiences. 
» Remuneration: $500 per semester 
» Academic credit: 3 credit hours per semester, elective 
» Qualifications: 2.5 GPA, current junior or senior (if graduating after fall semester 1991) 
• Applications are available in The Office of Academic Services, Wilson 113 
• Applications due November 2,1990 
NOT FOR THE WEAK WILLED OR FAINT OF HEART 
HANK'S 
BARB1CUE 
'Thtrt$ always something cod%(at Manffa' 
148 Charles Street 
PIT COOKED - HICKORY SMOKED 
PORK, BEEF, CHICKEN 
PLUS> THE BEST RIBS 
<m THE PLANET 
"fake a road trip" 
OPEN DAILY 11-9 434-2657 or FAX 432-1079 
Special 
with Student I.D. 
Small Pork Sandwich 
• Buy One • 
Get One FREE 
offer expires 10/5:6/90 
A 
s 
J i 
LOOK rim THF. OKANIU-: 4 
KKO KKSTAUKANT 
IUMVBSITY 
IBCMRD 
wining" Events. 
Parent's Weekend - Friday, Oct., 19 - Comedian Robert Klein 8:00 pm Convocation 
and 1964: AS THE BEATLES Center 
Sat., Nov. 3 - Bullets vs. Bulls - Leave 4 pm, Return Midnite, $30, 
Capital Centre Contact UPB Office (x6217) for more info. 
Thurs., Oct. 18 - Cillia —► P.C. Ballroom —► 8:00 pm—^ $2.00 
Thurs., Nov. 1 - Ventriloquist Jeff Dunham & Peanut—+> P.C. Ballroom 
Thurs., Nov. 8 - Hypnotist Tom Deluca  —+■ P.C. Ballroom —►8:00 pm 
Movies This Week. 
8:00 pm 
Tues. & Wed. Oct., 16 & 17    Revenge    7 & 9:30 Grafton- Stovall $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out 
Thurs., Oct. 18     Die Hard     7 & 9:30   $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out   G/S 
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 19 &20   Die Hard 2     7 & 9:30   $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out G/S 
Sun., Oct. 21   Down By Law   7:30   FREE G/S 
Special Announcements... 
Racial Harassment Teleconference Follow-Up wIPanel Discussion & Emcee Carolyn 
Gordon - 7 PM TONIGHT G/S Theater 
CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6504 
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Aware of the 
mentally ill 
Ask just about any person what someone who 
is mentally ill is Ike. The description will probably 
be of a schizophrenic with five personalities who 
kills people for the sheer pleasure of it. 
Although some people who have serious 
mental illnesses may be suffering from 
schizophrenia or some such rare disorder, the 
majority of those with mental illnesses do not. 
Eight out of every 100 people suffers from a 
depressive disorder, and serious forms of 
depression can hit anyone. People who appear 
to be the most successful can be diagnosed as 
having depression. 
Belinda Carlisle, formerly of the top-40 band 
The Go-Go's, was diagnosed as a 
manic-depressive. Individuals with manic 
depression alternate between periods of severe 
excitement or mania, and depression or 
melancholy. Some may argue one's lifestyle — 
in Carlisle's case, the music industry — lends 
itself to developing manic-depression. But this is 
not true. Manic-depression can hit anyone from 
any walk of life. Several years ago, an 
elementary school principal in Northern Virginia 
was diagnosed with manic-depression. 
Depression may affect different people in 
different degrees. Often people may only need to 
visit psychologists for treatment. Others may 
need to be admitted to the hospital for extensive 
stays to help them cope with their depression 
One in every four hospital beds is occupied by a 
person who is suffering from a mental illness. 
Unfortunately for these people and others 
suffering from mental illness, society often 
blames them for their illness. People don't realize 
most mental illnesses have a biological base. 
Think how often someone can be heard saying 
about the homeless, "Why should I help them? 
They can help themselves. They chose the type 
of life they wanted to lead." 
One out of every three homeless people have 
some mental illness. They need to be helped, not 
shunned, by those people who are fortunate 
enough to be healthy, both mentally and 
physically. 
Society has to stop putting down people who 
are mentally ill. People shouldn't look down upon 
others who go for counseling. Those people 
arenl "crazy" or "psycho." They are people who 
recognize the fact they need help. 
For those people who do need help but are 
afraid to acknowledge the need, that fear needs 
to be erased. 
Mental Illness Awareness Week ended 
Saturday, but this doesn't mean society can go 
back to being mentally unaware 
editorlMJRB. 
managing editor. 
'   editorialeditorjptmmxm 
asst. editorial editor JOEL EANGLEY 
Quayle hunting out of season 
I half expected him to 
stutter. 
After     stories     about 
Vice-President Dan 
Quayle's bumbling of the 
English language — "It's a 
terrible thing to waste your 
mind" when the United Negro College Fund's slogan 
actually is "A mind is a terrible thing to waste" — I 
had my doubts as to his aptitude as a speaker. 
Let's face it — the man isn't known for the favora- 
ble press he's received in the past two years. And this 
was the Society of Professional Journalists' national 
convention in Louisville. I, like most of the 800 other 
people there, was pretty curious as to what the nature 
of his speech would be. And how badly he would 
butcher phrases in the process. 
"This oughtta be real good," I overheard one re- 
porter from Minnesota say sarcastically as he 
checked the batteries on his tape recorder. "I gotta get 
this on tape. I wonder if he's gonna yell at us?" 
No, Quayle didn't yell. He didn't complain about 
constantly being "blasted by some of the very people 
he was addressing. 
And he certainly didn't stutter. 
Quayle may have obstacles to overcome — his rel- 
ative obscurity, his poor grades in law school, the 
public perception of his wife as being pushy and ma- 
nipulative, and — of course —his verbal missteps. 
And many of those controversies, unfortunately, 
were brought about by the press, who overplay the 
blunders and ignore the political aspect of the man. 
But all that aside, as a speaker — he was good. 
Quayle's speech centered around limiting terms of 
office for Congressmen — a good idea from a politi- 
cal position, 'and an even better one from a public- 
image standpoint Ifs a hot topic right now — I don't 
doubt that fact escaped Quayle. Particularly when he 
decided to adamantly support it to people \\\M would 
MY WORD 
-Laurel Wissinger 
in cover  the   proposition 
their papers. 
He also spoke about the 
importance of the Freedom 
of Information Act, a law 
that's the bane of many 
politicians' existence. The 
FOIA-guarantees the press access to political docu- 
ments, meetings and records — information officials 
sometime don't want released but are crucial to the 
nature of a free press. 
Sure, that may sound like telling the audience what 
we wanted to hear, but Quayle has a slightly different 
perspective on the issue than do many politicians. 
Introduced as "a son of journalism as well as a sub- 
ject or journalism," Quayle's grandfather, Eugene 
Pulliam, was one of the founders of what is now SPJ. 
Quayle's family runs the Huntington Herald-Press in 
Indiana, and Quayle himself served as associate pub- 
lisher before throwing his hat in the political arena. 
"My background has made me aware of the close- 
ness, yet the healthy skepticism that exists between 
press and politicians," he said. 
Quayle also fielded questions from the audience, a 
gutsy move considering journalists arc famous for 
pulling people on ihc spot. And — no surprise — 
several did, asking about how he felt about the press 
and being "burned" in print. 
"I don'i know anything about ihat," he quipped, 
and ihcn seriously responded about being a public 
figure and the resulting criticism. 
There's a lot of heat when you get in to public life, 
you expect public scrutiny," he said. 
OK. Quayle did flub once. A reporter from Loui- 
siana asked about David Duke, former grand wizard 
of the Ku Klux Klan. who ran for suue senate. 
"Unfortunately. Louisiana is not a racist state." he 
said. 
Whoops. Rut it didn't make headlines, lor once. 
M   .rr"\- 
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Litters to the Editor 
| 
Environmentalist cause damaged, 
not helped, by JMU student group 
To the editor: 
Our university puts forth a solid effort in attracting 
employers who will treat JMU's graduates well in the job 
field. This is why I am infuriated to witness this positive 
force, put forth by our graduating students and our 
university,- undermined by students who wish to sit on 
their soap box and argue issues that have no place in the 
campus interviewing process. 
Last Thursday, Oct. 11, Mobil Oil came to speak to 
graduating computer science majors and any other 
interested graduating students about technological 
careers at Mobil. Mobil Oil did so as a favor to the 
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), a club for 
CS majors, in lieu of its interviewing efforts on campus 
this semester. What harm could there be in this? To 
Mobil Oil's surprise and much to the ACM's 
embarrassment, the Student Environmental Action 
Coalition attended this presentation. Mobil Oil decided 
to cancel at the last minute in fear of inciting an incident 
with these students. 
I don't blame them. Especially when SEAC disguised 
its true motives behind the pretense of looking for career 
possibilities. This is an insult to our intelligence. 
Anyone who brings negative statistics about Mobil Oil 
to its job presentation is definitely nol looking for a 
job! Instead, these students were looking to bring up 
environmental issues — issues these representatives had 
neither the authority nor the desire to address. Mobil 
came to speak about careers, nol the environment! 
I understand the environment is a pressing issue. I am 
relieved there arc people in our society who care as much 
or more about the environment than I do. However, there 
is a lime and a place for bringing attention to the 
environment. That night the SEAC did nol use ils will 
and drive for the environment in a positive way. Ralher. 
it managed to undermine the interviewing process here at 
JMU. A great reward, I might add! 
I commend the SEAC's concern for the environment. 
However, I do nol commend their means. I feel they have 
created apathy rather than support for ihe environment 
by their actions Thursday. If they have problems with 
Mobil Oil. more resourceful ways can be found to voice 
them without hurting other students. I apologi/.c lo those 
who wanted to attend this presentation to learn more 
about a career at Mobil Oil. I only hope this incident 
docs not affcel prospective employers who wish to 
interview at JMU in the future. 
Thomas .Moulton 
vice president 
ACM 
Group's intent was not to disrupt, 
but to question corporate policies 
To the editor: 
[ am writing on behalf of the SO students who attended 
a meeting in the Warren Campus Center Thursday, Oct. 
11. ACM was sponsoring a career opportunities meeting 
with the Mobil Oil Corp., and fliers were posted 
throughout the campus advertising this open meeting 
and inviting all students. The group who attended were 
unaffiliatcd with any campus group, unified only by our 
concerns and the environmental T-shirts we wore. 
We had agreed not to disrupt the meeting in any way, 
to listen lo Mobil's presentation and then to politely ask 
questions about Mobil's environmental record. We 
chatted among ourselves before the meeting began — we 
did nol chant, sing or act obnoxious. 
Shortly after we entered, ihe Mobil representatives 
stormed out of the room and ACM members informed us 
Mobil had left because they felt intimidated. We were 
dismayed that our assembly had ruffled so many feathers. 
Our hopes were that students interested in employment in 
Mobil also could be made aware of the pollution, 
discrimination and manipulation by Mobil and ils 
cohorts before they agreed to work for them. 
ACM then announced they were going lo hold a 
meeting for members only and asked us to leave. We were 
silently waiting outside the room when a member of 
ACM came out and began screaming incoherently about 
how he only cared about his future and that protecting the 
planet wasn't his battle. ACM also called the police, 
obviously confusing a peaceful gathering with a melee. 
We feel the issues we planned lo discuss were pertinent 
to students attending the meeting. It was distressing that 
interested students were prevented from hearing the 
presentation because our presence was "intimidating." 
Corporations all over the country arc destroying the 
environment while denying their involvement. Mobil 
Oil is one of these corporations. Between 1987 and 
1989. a Mobil plant in Torrancc. Calif., experienced four 
explosions, three fires, two deaths and the release of 100 
pounds of hydrochloric acid into the air. And what about 
the fact that Torrancc is a low-income town with a 35 
percent black population? This racist policy is an 
environmental crime and also should be addressed. 
Other petrochemical corporations will descend upon 
campus to recruit students to do their dirty work. We will 
continue to confront them in a peaceful manner and 
invite all students to join us. Obviously, Mobil Oil could 
nol account for its actions, because they didn't even 
begin to answer the questions. We weren't trying to make 
these representatives the sacrificial lamb; however, 
through combined efforts, we will make them 
accountable. If we don't, we will lose the Earth because 
we were afraid to ask questions. We arc no longer afraid. 
Are you? 
Danielle Droitsch 
Junior 
political science 
50 signatures 
Lennon's dream of world unity not forgotten 
So I'm walking down the sidewalk in front of Duke 
Hall on my way to Anthony-Sccgcr. It's a beautiful 
Sunday afternoon and there are no cars eoming down 
the JMU side of Main Street. So 1, being the carc-frcc 
pedestrian I am, decided to walk across the first two 
lanes to the median. 
As I walked toward the median, a car was 
appoaching in the lane closest lo Anthony-Sccgcr, 
but I didn't feel like slopping. Instead, I continued and 
did that slow down thing — you know when you 
keep walking toward an on-coming car but use the 
distance formula lo calculate the maximum velocity 
you can sustain without pulling your fool under ihe 
car's tire? Well afler ihe car passed by, just grazing 
my knee caps, the driver decided to express his 
disappointment with my lack of good judgment with 
a very loud and unexpected honk. HONK! 
I'm fairly sure my heart skipped a beat. Out of 
annoyance, the thought of extending a finger in 
retaliation did cross my mind, but the peaceful chirps 
of nearby birds and ihe wistful afternoon sky helped 
me maintain my composure. But oddly enough, 
another guy walking along the sidewalk on the 
Anthony-Sccgcr side of Main Street look the 
initiative. Maybe what I had considered saying was 
still echoing in my mind, but I'd feel sale in wagering 
my right leg that this bysutndcr mumbled something 
under his breath aboul ihe driver's mother. 
The poinl I'm trying lo make is lhal no mailer what 
the circumstances, ihcrc always seems lo be room for 
negativity between people. There I was doing my pan 
by being a stubborn pedestrian who didn't feel like 
breaking stride, which led lo an angered response from 
the driver in ihe passing car, which in turn generaied a 
humorous but seemingly uncalled lor response from 
another pedestrian who was probably jusi ticked 
because the unexpected blast of the driver's horn made 
his heart jump loo. Am I confusing you? 
The reason why this simple event made such an 
impact on me musl have had something to do with an 
article I had jusi read before brunch concerning the 
50lh birthday of rock icon John Lennon. Even though 
ihe article was from ihe Oct. 8 issue of USA Today 
and John Lennon's birthday was Tuesday, ihe contents 
of the article will never be untimely. 
Lennon's dream was world unity — plain and 
simple. It's so ironic thai ihe life of an idealist was 
tragically ended by several bullets fired from the gun 
of a cynic. But life goes on. 
The article reported thai as a tribute to Lennon, at 
10 a.m. on the day of his birthday the U.S. Armed 
Forces nclwork would broadcast his song "Imagine" 
to more than 1 ,(KX) radio outlets in 130 countries — 
a potential 1 billion people, making this the largest 
electronic media audience ever. The 10-minuic 
satellite broadcast, originating from the United 
Nations, was introduced by Lennon's widow, Yoko 
Ono, and Marccla Perez dc Cucllar, wife of ihe U.N. 
secretary general. Even though it didn'i cause all 
world leaders to throw down their differences and run 
out embracing one another with tears in their eyes, at 
least it fulfilled Lennon's dream symbolically. But as 
the cliche" goes, you goua start somewhere. 
But in the context of the event I described earlier, 
how could there ever be true world unity if everyone 
maintains such self-centered existences? I have no 
intention of coming across as a "high-and-mighly 
enlightened one," because I'm just as guilly as ihe 
next person. AH I've done is make an observation. To 
visualize world peace and to really think aboul what ii 
means isn't too difficult — I see a world where 
everyone stands around smiling and holding hands. 
But lo actually attempt to sec it in today's society 
is surprisingly difficult. So many ihings would have 
to change. For instance, I'd have lo lake into 
consideration the pressure I may place on a driver by 
allowing myself to get so close to his car. And 
whoever Joe Schmoc was, walking along ihe 
sidewalk, would have to calm his tendency to degrade 
the mothers of total strangers. Technically, if you 
ponder all the little imperfections of the human 
being, male and female, my personal vision of lhal 
let's-stand-here-and-do-nolhing-bul-hold-hands type of 
world peace is impossible — but nice lo think aboul. 
Maybe John Lennon was a dreamer, but I firmly 
believe he's nol the only one. There's a compromise 
oul there somewhere and I believe if ihcrc wasn't, 
than ihe whole concept of world peace wouldn't exist. 
Imagine how much more we could do as a planet than 
as a bunch of countries separated by geographic as 
well as ideological borders. 
Junior Joel Langley ran barefoot through a field of 
daisies after writing this column 
Letter's 'naive view of the world' 
shows attitudes that help racism 
To the editor: 
Laura Mcnt is right in being lired of racism {The 
Breeze, Oct. 8). This is ihe reason "the issue is 
provoked" so much. Only after we address a problem can 
we hope to end it. If you believe, Ms. Mem, "there would 
be no racism if it were not so ridiculously publicized as it 
is now," you hold a naive view of the world. Ignoring an 
issue perpetuates a breeding ground for its prosperity. 
It also is necessary to understand that overt racist 
comments are not the only form of prejudice. Just 
because you have never heard such comments does not 
mean racism docs not exist. In fact, the hidden racism 
that plagues our campus is the hardest to overcome. 
It's true some prejudice is aimed toward the white 
population as well. Racism no longer discriminates but 
affects every ethnic group. However, it is pure ignorance 
to say it is "the only racism on this campus." 
Prejudices result from a lack of understanding. 
Therefore, to combat racism in all forms it's necessary to 
communicate with minorities and anyone else from 
whom we can gain new perspectives. Ignorance is not 
the way to help society. If you plan a career in social 
work, Ms. Ment, you should put more effort into 
learning about all members of society from their 
viewpoints. Only after you have made this effort can you 
justify any criticism. Until then. Ms. Ment, try not to 
show your ignorance. 
Vlkhele Dunbar 
sophomore 
communication 
Take off the blinders,' recognize 
racism that exists in our society 
To the editor: 
I must respond to Laura Mcnt's letter in the Oct. 8 issue 
of The Breeze. First, I'd like to ask Ment to please lake 
off the blinders! Prejudice is still prevalent in society. 
including JMU. Just last year, several black students 
were spit at and verbally abused by white students. I 
experienced a similar situation when racial slurs were 
shouted at me from cars as I walked across campus. 
I'm glad you do not care what color people are, but it is 
that blind attitude you and many others have that allows 
racism to manifest. Because people like you arc unable to 
see racism, actual racists arc allowed to spread their 
ignorance, and that makes you just as guilty as they. 
In reference to your comment about Sunday morning 
segregation, religion and place of worship are matters of 
preference, not matters determined by race or prejudice. 
As for the phrase, "It's a black thing, you wouldn't 
understand," that is not a racist statement. It is intended 
to incite question. Have you ever asked yourself, or 
anyone else, what the phrase means and why black 
people feel no one else outside of their race understands? 
Despite the Civil Rights Act and Affirmative Action 
Laws, black people are continuously confronted by 
challenges because of the color of their skin. Education 
is a means of eliminating the gap between races: 
however, until everyone removes their blinders, the 
issue of racism will continue to fester, in American 
society whether we choose to rccogni/.e it or not 
Patricia Smith 
senior 
CIS 
100 other signatures 
'Somewhat thoughtless' students 
might keep opinions more tactful 
To  the  editor: 
Everyone has heard the saying, Think before you 
speak." I also believe that you should think before you 
write, especially before you write a letter to be 
published. In many of The Breeze's recent letters to the 
editor, students have expressed opinions in a somewhat 
thoughtless and many times inconsiderate way. 
There have been quite a few letters concerning racism 
at JMU that state the author of the letter isn't racist, and 
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thus racism doesn't exist. This opinion is naive and 
uninformed. Although there have been phenomenal 
improvements, such as the integration of public schools 
and acceptance of minority leaders, racism and 
segregation still exist. Improvements will not continue 
unless people stop denying this fact. 
Another letter staled the article "Johnson Out of 
Hospital" did not belong in The Breeze. Ms. Johnson is 
a student at JMU and has many friends who are concerned 
about her condition. Mr. Pasternack, the author of the 
letter, is free to have this opinion, but he should have 
kept it to himself. Maybe if he wished to make a point 
on the quality of The Breeze's articles, he could have 
been more tactful and chosen a better example. 
It is every student's right to possess an opinion and 
write a letter expressing it. However, if they know little 
about the subject or their comments may upset people, 
they should either research the topic or just be quiet. 
John Reynolds 
freshman 
biology 
Writer shouldn't 'close the circle 
too quickly' on women's issues 
To the editor: 
In reference to the Oct. 4 article on Sarah Wcddington, 
I'd like to, commend the University Program Board for 
bringing a national leader of her caliber to JMU. 
However. I disagree with Cindy Miller, who was quoted 
as saying this event was going to "complete the circle 
on women's issues." Take Back the Night and 
Weddington's speech obviously provide a perspective on 
certain specific issues. I believe other perspectives and 
other issues are valid and worthy of responsible 
exploration and form quite substantial parts of the circle 
of women's issues. Don't close the circle too quickly, 
Ms. Miller! There is a much bigger picture out here. 
Mary Grace Schulz 
graduate student 
psychology 
Families deserve a better break from kids 
In the course of your life you arc constantly 
defining and redefining the person you arc by the 
people you associate with. So you hang out with 
anyone you want to .. . except on holidays and other 
unfortunate occasions. These arc the domain of the 
family. 
You can't choose your family, hut on the other hand 
they can't choose you, so I guess it all works out. 
Sort of. 
Now, some people have families where everyone 
adores everyone else, a son of O/./ic and Harriet show 
lhal you can't turn off no matter how hard you halter 
the TV set. In some families you have a Mommic 
dearest, or a brother who knows the joy of a properly 
used electric cattle prod. 
But for most people, thank God. the situation falls 
somewhere in between, with parents and siblings 
being just as fallible as anyone else. The problem is 
lhal we have been raised by the electronic babysitter 
to expect father will know best, thai all our problems 
> will be wrapped up in 30 minutes, or at worst in two 
episodes taking an hour total. 
Unfortunately, life has no script I'm aware of. Or if 
it docs, everyone's missing their cues and forgetting 
their lines. II >i's true lhal all the world's a siage and 
the people upon it merely players, then I want my 
money back. 
Now I, like most of my friends, have had problems 
with my family, mostly because I wanted them to be 
perfect people when they weren't. Parents aren't 
perfect, and in general wc give them too hard a time. 
That doesn't mean to say anything they do is 
excusable. We still have standards, and pouring 
gasoline on your 6-year-old son and lighting him up 
_^M- 
PURPLE DAZE 
-Allen Weinstock 
:*:•:>*.-:*;...:, ..■,::;.:._ 
is   still   considered   (except   in   certain   parts   of 
Louisiana) unacceptable behavior. 
Why don't we try to give out parents a break? A 
clean break — no hairline fracture but a nice clean 
one. 
Just kidding. We are loo hard on our parents. We 
forget they were once just as young, drunk and stupid 
as we are. They still have separate personalities 
outside of "Mom and Dad." and they re addressed by 
other names by their friends and acquaintances. 
But despite the inconveniences and annoyances that 
sometimes accompany the family unit, die hardest 
and most necessary thing I've ever done in respect to 
my family was to make a break with them. I'm not 
saying you never sec them again — I'm la Iking about 
them getting used to ihe idea that you're all grown 
up. 
Of course, now and then a nice gill from them 
wouldn't infringe on your sense of independence. 
The college years arc a lime when for ihe first 
period in your life you can say who you really arc and 
take control of your own life. Tell your parents 
straight out who you arc and how you're going lo live 
your life. If they disagree, you can always do it 
behind their backs and they'll never know. (I hope my 
parents aren't redding this.)       "' ' ■     ' ■ 
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As for brothers and sisters, now is the time lo mend 
fences. You don't have to live wiih those pigs 
anymore, so you no longer have to argue about who 
has the best part of the sty. And they're good allies in 
the war for personal independence. 
How do you mend those fences? Well, you could 
appeal to brotherly and sisterly affection, but ihcy'rc 
probably too smart to buy that — so just point out 
its in their best interest. One day they'll have 
problems with Papa and Mama bear and it will nice if 
they can threaten to go live with you. Of course. 
"threaten" is the key word — the odds arc they'll 
wimp out on iheir threat and not ever come, which is 
probably good, seeing as you don't really want to 
have lo put up with them anyway. 
Let me be serious for a second. We owe our families 
a lot. The problems we have with ihcm usually are 
because they care too much. Other parents show iheir 
affection in strange ways — ihcy yell. It's noi a great 
way to show affection, but ii is a way. I remember 
visiting a friend's home where ihe bellow was the 
customary form of address. 
I watched as my friend and his father screamed 
curses at each outer until they were boih red faced and 
boiling mad. I forget ihe reason for the argument — 
something along the lines of my friend not cleaning 
his room. My friend's father died a monih later. The 
death of his father didn't jusl hurl my friend, il 
crushed him. He was never really ihe same. 
Sometimes when I'm really angry at my parents I 
wish I had been born an orphan, but even ihcn deep 
down I know I'm lying. 
Alan Weinstock is a senior majorinx in biology. 
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Rally and march sought to show 
concern for the victims of assault 
To the editor: 
One evening several weeks ago. a group of students 
may have crossed your path or marched by your residence 
hall chanting. Take Back the Night!" They held signs 
that read. "Fear of the dark is for children" and "The night 
should bring peace, not violence." We hope you were 
one of the marchers, but if not. we hope you were affected 
by the demonstration and understand it's significance. 
The Take Back the Night rally and march, organized by 
the JMU chapter of the National Organization for 
Women, was held Sept. 27. The event was and is a means 
for women to demonstrate their concern for. fear of or 
anger toward a society that does not treat sexual assault 
(assault, abuse, dale rape or rape) as the violent, 
ami-women crime it is. In the 1970s, these events were 
common. Now. Take Back the Night marches are less 
common but even more necessary, for the number of 
rapes in the United Stales has increased over the last 20 
years. And only about 10 percent of rapes are reported. 
One reason we decided to organize the march was 
because we still do not confront sexual assault in the 
open.'Therc is still a stigma attached to being a rape 
victim, as if the victim should be ashamed and feel guilty 
for being raped. Even today we hear about cases where 
the victim is accused of hiding the problem. We must 
offer victims a society in which they can express anger 
and Tear without facing social rejection, intimidation and 
guilt. These victims must be treated with respect. 
We also demonstrated to remember victims and show 
them we share their pain and anger. Leanne Whitlock. 
the Central Park jogger and countless other victims of 
assault who may or may not have reported the rape — we 
lake back the night for you. We hope for a more aware, 
understanding and cooperative environment. 
Women and men. be aware thai rape in many forms 
exists at JMU. in every social class, age group and 
nation. Next year, when we have the second annual 
march, come express your concern, learn Irom speakers 
and support women who jusl want to live in peace. 
Stucey Bi'iigs 
junior 
middle education 
Lighten up and let JMU alumni 'get 
a little wild' at their Homecoming 
To the editor: 
We are writing in response to the editorial on alumni 
lailgalcrs in the Oct. 1 issue of The Breeze Why must 
you whine so much about people enjoying themselves 
on Homecoming weekend? You complained about the 
"obnoxious individuals" who trashed Hanson field. You 
called them disrespectful  and  a nuisance. Come on. 
lighten up! 
This is one of the most fun weekends of the year, and 
many people anticipate it. The tailgate party happens 
only once a season al JMU. Many alumni enjoy coming 
back to sec old friends, just as many current students 
enjoy partying with old friends. The only shame is ibis 
doesn't happen for every home JMU   football game. 
And to say, "Hopefully Homecoming 1991 will attract 
. . . fewer of those who return just for the drunk thrill of 
being rude." is ridiculous. Furthermore, your suggestion 
of regulations for returning alumni is preposterous. Why 
can't everybody have a good lime and enjoy themselves? 
Lastly, you said, "some people turned Homecoming 
1990 into nothing more than a drunken haz.e. of which 
it's probably safe to say several won't even remember." 
So what? These alumni probably also will go home 
talking about the great lime they had and how great of a 
place JMU is. We have not even mentioned the fact that 
these arc the same people who are donating money to 
their alma mater. So let them gel a lilllc wild and gel off 
their backs! We hope that we will be able to have such a 
time when we return to visit our alma mater. 
Chris Williams 
junior 
political science 
3 other signatures 
Calling Gov. Wilder about inmate 
might help petition for clemency 
To the editor: 
Wilbert Evans, black. 44. was convicted and sentenced 
lo death for shooting Deputy William Truesdale during an 
escape from the Alexandria jail in January. 1981. 
In April 1983, Evans' sentence was vacated by 
Alexandria Circuit Court Judge Wiley Wright Jr. because 
the Attorney General's office admitted the prosecutor 
made "misleading" or "erroneous" statements to the jury 
during the sentencing phase of the trial. The prosecution 
incorrectly presented evidence of four past convictions 
for which Evans had no lawyer. Evidence of such 
convictions is not admissible lo a sentencing jury. In 
addition, the prosecution told the jury Evans had been 
convicted of assaulting a police officer in North Carolina 
when, in fact, that charge had been dropped. 
On March 28, 1983, the same day ihe Attorney 
General's office admitted the error, the General Assembly 
enacted "emergency" legislation allowing a jury lo 
rcsenicnce a person to death despite errors in the first 
trial. Subsequently, in 1984, Judge Wright upheld a 
second recommendation of the death penalty for Evans. 
. Evans' lawyers have filed a clemency petition with the 
governor, arguing lhai Evans has exhibited behavior 
while on death row thai refutes the prosecution's 
assumption he would be a future danger lo society. 
During the escape from Mecklenburg, inmates captured 
12 guards and two nurses. Rather thai join in. Evans 
placed himself between the hostages and inmates and, at 
great risk lo himself, prevented the inmates from causing 
harm to the hostages. This has been verified by the 
guards and nurses taken hostage. Wilbcri Evans' selfless 
acts justify sparing his life. 
Because all Evans' appeals have been exhausted, only 
Gov. Wilder can grant Evans' clemency. Please call and 
urge him to do so al (804) 786-2211. 
Suzzannt" Tate 
junior 
bkrtogj 
T ^A ■     Classes starting 
/^V/fAT"    NOWfor CjJVlAl       December 
LSAT/GREand 
Th^,;^     January GMAT. 
1 
The Tcsl Is When? 
i lasses I orming Now 
£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
£ lake Kaplan Or Take Yinir Chance* 1-800-388-EXAM 
COMPUTER SALES 
Apple and IBM Hardware 
H i IIIIII 
Put Your Pet In Good Hands... 
from skillful staff to 
skillful surgery, your pet's| 
in good hands with us. 
Gentle, dependable treatment for: 
•Health Exams ♦Spay/Neuter 
•Vaccinations 
•Pet Hotel-doctor supervised 
•Birds, Exotics, Dogs, Cats 
Valley Cat & Doe 
Hospital/Pet Hotel 
3015 S. Main St. 
1/2 mi. S. of Duke's Plaza 
433-VETS 
Malt Pet Clinic 
Comer Univ. 
BlvdyRescrvoir 
Behind Valley Mall 
433-PETS 
ff ', "" 
Macintosh Classic with 40 MB hard drive, 
2MB RAM, keyboard and mouse $1,364.00 
Imagewriter II with cable  $399.00 
IBM Model 30-286 with 20MB hard 
drive, 1MB RAM, keyboard, mouse, 
12" color monitor, DOS 4.0, MS 
Windoios,and Word $2,924.00 
Proprinter III with cable $349.00 
and 
MacWriteU  $99.00 
MacDrawII $159.00 
PFS First Graphics $69.99 
and other selected software available to 
JMU Students, Faculty, Staff ONLY. 
Complete line of computer supplies and 
books!! 
$100 OFF COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
PURCHASED PARENTS' WEEKEND!! 
■■ 
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Harrisonburg shops supply JMU party needs 
Jennifer Powell & 
Meghan Johnson 
skywriters 
Having a party? Need something lor 
that special little sister in your 
sorority? And what about your friend's 
birthday coming up? 
Never fear — at least one of 
Harrisonburg's party shops will have 
what you need. 
One of the newest places to find 
party needs in Harrisonburg is Party 
Perfect, located in Spotswood Valley 
Square. JMU graduates and also 
siblings Christine Johnson and Jeffrey 
Wolter opened the shop Sept. 25; they 
expect to hold their grand opening 
Nov. 1. 
Johnson and Wolter started planning 
for the shop's opening in February, 
after receiving assistance from JMU's 
Small Business Development Center. 
But "we're definitely a family 
business," Johnson said. 
The store has a large Greek line, 
carrying goods for JMU fraternities and 
sororities, including Alpha Phi, the 
newest sorority. 
"There's something for |all 
fraternities and sororities)," Johnson 
said. 
Johnson said Greek goods generally 
are a little more expensive than 
non-Greek merchandise. "Having a 
little sister is expensive," she said. 
Some of the lower-priced Greek 
items include pencils, stickers, 
buttons, candy and glassware. Party 
Perfect also offers lavalicrs for S22.50 
or $28 with a chain, and paddles at 
about $16 for the large size, before 
additions. 
Pazazz Inc., which recently moved io 
Valley Mall, also features Greek 
merchandise, including jewelry and 
shoe laces, picture frames, cups and 
bumper stickers. 
Manager Tina Morris said business 
in the shop's third year has improved at 
the new location. 
The shop also sells some Greek 
clothing and items for decorating 
paddles. 
Party Perfect also plans to start 
selling sew-on Greek letter to go on 
Champion sweatshirts for sale at the 
store. She hopes to have them for the 
customer 24 hours after ordering. 
Also featuring sew-on Greek letters 
is The Mark-It at Valley Mall. The 
letters cost S2 each, said owner Sharon 
Wengcr. The store will sew letters 
bought _sornewhcre^ p]hcr_ than Thi- 
Mark-It for an extra $8. 
New in town this semester is Greek 
and Thee, operated by JMU junior 
Brooke Wynn, daughter of Dr. George 
Wynn, a JMU associate professor of 
marketing. 
Wynn, along with her mother, 
operates the business out of her home. 
"We sell everything except Greek 
letters and clothing," she said. The 
company has a large supply of Greek 
jewelry , including rings, watches and 
lavaliers. 
"We also sell china and crystal for 
formals and things like that," Wynn 
said. The china and crystal items can 
be ordered plain or with any engraving 
desired. 
She said she and her family came up 
with the idea for the business. 
"We just saw that there could be a 
lot of real big possibilities." 
Greek and Thee also offers a range of 
plastic items for entertaining — from 
cups to trash cans to ice buckets to 
coolers — that can be ordered with any 
organization's imprint 
For planning that big bash, local 
shops can provide just about 
everything to create the right 
atmosphere. ,.. \ , 
Party Perfect has-n 4arge-varicl<* of 
Tina Morris, above, manager of Pazazz 
at work during the Halloween season. 
party decorations for Halloween, 
wedding and baby showers and kids 
parties, including lots of party favors. 
"We're the one-stop party shop," 
Johnson said. 
The store also stocks a number of 
cards, including humorous and 
traditional ones and a Imc! of country  ; 
Photos by MWT SCHWABEl/THE BREEZE 
Inc., wears a witches costume 
Pazazz is located in Valley Mall. 
cards. "They were hard to choose," 
Johnson said. 
Pazazz also sells party decorations, 
supplies and cards, including some for 
next week's Halloween parties. 
"We specialize in doing on-sitc party 
PARTY page IS 
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WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY AND HOME HEALTH 
1015 Harrison Street, Harrisonburg, Va. 
(Across from Midway Market) 
THE  STUDENT'S   PHARMACY 
• Prescriptions and Over-the-Counter drugs. 
• Private Consultation with your pharmacist or nurse. 
Williamson's Bring this ad in for 
a 10% Discount 
J to students with I.D. 
^j-yilOME HEALTn 
Tel:  434-2372      Approved Charge Accounts Welcome 
,^^wiu aiTfc : 
WOODY S SPORTS WORLD 
INDOOR SHOOTING RANGE 
• To Shoot fofl    » Hour - $7.50 
• To Shoot fdjj pfrlour - $5.00 
GUN RENTAL FORRANGE $5.00 per hour 
HftMDQUN TRAINING CLASSES:     7 -9 Wed. night 
JUST $35.00 - We furnish EVERYTHING! 
Including: Muffs, Glasses, Ammunition, Target and Pistol 
(Must Register for class) Behind Valley M 
OPEN Mon. -Sat. 10-9   Sun. 1-5 433-2244 
Rock 
For 
■■■■■■ 
i/ 
Life 
Johnnies Heritage 
Heat Misers 
The Johnsons 
j|                         Full Stop 
Electric Kool-Aid 
and 
Toast-N-Jam 
The bands will 
be performing a 
benefit concert 
this Sunday, 
6 p.m. -1 a.m. 
I* 
Sigma    Phi    Epsilon, 
Alpha  Kappa  Lambda, 
and   Alpha    Phi    are 
sponsoring the   benefit 
concert to raise money 
for    Angela     Justis' 
mother's bone marrow 
transplant. 
For   more   information 
contact   a   member   of 
HIE, AKA or A<t>. 
The officer selection team representative will be on campus 
October 15th at Gibbons Dining Hall from 1 lam-lpm 
or call 1-800-542-5851 
» *,*.«»«   »..I  "•.«.'.   <."'  ■»»,•» «'■ ■ MH.1 1 ; (IKIIIIHII  it ktKhhbt   ' 
Party ,  
CONTINUED from page 13 
decorating," including balloons and table sellings, 
Morris said. 
She also said the slore has more than I(K) costumes 
for rent, perfect for the Halloween season. The outfits 
range from $6 to $30 to rent. The costumes also arc 
used for the shop's singing telegram business — 
melodic messages can be sent for S20 to S25. 
depending on the coslumc to be worn by the singer. 
If you're looking for a unique way to wrap a present 
for a friend's birthday or other occasion, the shop 
offers balloon gift wrapping. A machine is used to 
package a gift inside an inflated helium balloon. The 
standard cost is 55, Morris said, but additions like 
ribbons and hanging ornaments cost a linlc more. 
Glen's Fair Price, located at 187 N. Main St., has 
been in Harrisonburg for 49 years, said Mclinda Bare, 
who owns and runs the store along with her family. 
She said the store has "anything you can think of for 
parties. 
Glen's has decorations for a variety of theme 
parties, Bare said, including Hawaiian, '50s and 
Western. The store also features accessories for 
creating costumes for the different themes. 
The Lollipop Tree offers lollipop "bouquets" and 
balloons for delivery. Located in Dukes Plaza on 
South Main Street, the shop also features Greek 
merchandise. 
Party Perfect's Johnson wants JMU students to let 
her know what kind of merchandise students need. 
"We're customer-oriental," she said. "The more they 
come in and share what they want, the easier it is for 
us." 
"We've had a lot of JMU students," she added. 
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Party Perfect also features condom jewelry, 
including earrings and bolo tics with condoms hidden 
inside, for $10. A condom-sprouling "Hybrccd 
Rubber Plant" sells for $9.99. 
"We sell a lot of those," Woltcr said. 
. Johnson, an Alpha Sigma Alpha sister and 1990 
JMU graduate, said a percentage of the shop's gross 
proceeds will go to ASA member Angela Justis's 
mother, a cancer patient. ASA is trying to raise 
$90,000 for the family's medical costs by Oct. 20. 
There are three Hallmark stores in Harrisonburg 
providing party needs for the community. 
Sean Koren, who works at Elmtree Hallmark in 
Valley Mall, said his slore carries coordinating paper 
napkins, plates and other lablc-sctting supplies for a 
variety of occasions. Of course, many of the items arc 
seasonal, Koren said, adding that in mid-November, 
"our whole back wall goes Christmas." 
Koren also said the shop can order Carlson 
personalized wedding and anniversary invitations and 
announcements for customers. 
Mary Rodes, manager of Matthews Hallmark, also 
in Valley Mall, said her shop offers coordinaling 
decorations and accessories, specializing in certain 
seasons like Halloween, Thanksgiving and 
Christmas. 
Rodes said right now, the store has "30 feet |of 
shelf space] of different things for Halloween," 
including pumpkins, "shake, rattle and roll" 
skeletons, cut-outs and cobwebs to create a spooky 
soiree. 
Lloyd's Hallmark, at 72 S. Main St, also offers 
party decorations and other supplies, as well as cards, 
invitations and other stationery needs. 
Flights of Fancy, located at 299 Franklin St., 
specializes in balloon deliveries, said owner Dave 
Cason. 
"I don't like to think of myself as a parly store per 
se," he said. "And the reason is thai the concept isn't 
really new. 
"I'm a decorator. I'm a deliverer. What I offer is 
service." 
"I have everything that's necessary for people to do 
balloons," Cason said. 
Cason's business has provided balloons for a 
number of JMU offices, including University 
Advancement, the Duke Club and other university 
organizations. He also offers imprinted balloons for 
advertising for businesses. 
Cason said he tries to help groups find a way to gel 
what they need for their occasion for ihe price they 
can afford to pay. For example, high school and 
college students might have a lower budget for 
decorating than, say, James Madison University. 
"You've got to be able to do something for them," he 
said. 
He estimated that for a special eveni, a college 
group could get balloon decorations for an 
average-sized room (not the Convo, for example) for 
somewhere between $100 and $300. 
Although Cason has gotten the job done wiih very 
little notice in the past, he said it's better to contact 
the balloon provider at least a week in advance for the 
best service. 
He also mentioned thai his company is concerned 
with the implications balloon decorations have for the 
environment, adding thai a latex balloon is more 
biodegradable than a piece of notebook paper. 
Eating Yourself to Death: 
Anorexia & Bulimia 
Understand anorexia and bulimia, their effects 
on one's health, and treatments. • Develop 
awareness of persons at risk and recognize 
unhealthy eating behaviors in yourself and 
others. • Identify local sources for support 
» Seminar conducted by Kathleen Curley, R.N. 
MED, Charter Hospital 
BLUE 
RIDGE 
WOMEN'S 
HEALTH 
CENTER 
1240 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 22801 
(703)433-6613 
Lecture is free, but call in advance to ^reregister 
c 
+J Monday, October I 
Blackwell Auditorium 
Moody Hail 
7-9:00pm 
Kitty O'Donnell 
Harrisonburg Recycling 
Coordinator 
James Auckland 
JMU Chief engineer 
Beth I sing 
President. IAR1H 
Come hear three of the best Informed people concerning the 
future of recycling programs In Harrisonburg and at JMU 
talk about what Is being done and what will be done, 
as well as the cooperation In programs between the twol 
Brought to you by the Center for Off-Campus Living 
*M Town and Campus Outreach Program** 
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Art 
October 15-21 
• "Red Grooms: The Graphic 
Work from 19S7 to 1985," 
etchings, lithographs and 
screenprints, Sawhill Gallery. 
October 15-26 
• "Echoes in a Lifetime by Linelle 
LaBonte," innovative Polaroid 
photography, New Image 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
October 15-25 
• "Drawing Exhibition," 
undergraduate work, Artwork 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
• "Paintings by John Farbrother," 
undergraduate work, The Other 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
Music 
October 18 
• Concert Band, Room 18, Music 
Building, 7:30 p.m. 
October 19 
• "1964 as the Beatles," opening 
for comedian Robert Cline. 
Wilson Hall, 8 p.m. Sponsored 
by the University Program 
Board. 
• Student Recital: Dana Winn, 
4:30 p.m.; Dawn Hopping, 6 p.m.; 
Cindy Wiesbart and Kelly Gibson. 
8 p.m. Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium. 
October 20 
• Orchestra and Jazz Concert, 
Convocation Center, 8:30 p.m., 
$7.50. 
Theatre 
October 16 
• "Eddy Talks," live theatre, 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 
p.m. Sponsored by the UPB and 
National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
October 17-21 
• "Duck Variations," play, 
Wednesday to Saturday, 8 
p.m.; Saturday to Sunday. 2 
p.m. Theatre II, $3. 
October 18 
• Cillia, improvisational theatre 
group, PC Ballroom, 8 p.m. 
Sponsored by the UPB. 
Dance 
October 7 
• "Dracula The Ballet," Ballet 
Theatre Pennsylvania, Wilson 
Hall, 8 p.m., $10 general 
admission. $6 for students 
 , _ _ 
DRACULA 
THE 
BALLET 
Preview By 
Truly Herbert 
and Tracey Guise 
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No pink tights or fluff: 
Ballet explores human darkness 
It's ballet with a bite — Dracula will appear 
Wednesday night when Ballet Theatre 
Pennsylvania presents "Dracula the Ballet." 
"It's not your standard ballet where 
everybody's running around in pink tights and 
fluff; it's a meaty story ... visually, very 
striking," director Mary L. Hepner said. 
"Dracula" is a theatrical ballet, incorporating 
massive Gothic scenery with expressive 
costumes and haunting music. 
The performance also has an unexpected twist 
— flying. The effect of flying must be adapted 
to each theatre, which requires the troupe to 
carefully construct each individual 
performance. 
Ballet Theatre Pennsylvania is the second 
largest dance company currently touring the 
United States, according to Hepner. 
"Dracula the Ballet" took a year to 
choreograph and had only six weeks in 
rehearsal. BTP is making a six-week national 
tour of 40 cities, ending with a dramatic New 
York City debut. 
The ballet opens in an underground bar with 
the seduction of Dracula by the Queen of the 
Undead. She taunts him with a "beautiful, 
innocent victim," then casts her evil curse upon 
him, turning him into a vampire. 
Dracula then pursues The Innocent, a naive 
and trusting character Dracula is attracted to for 
her irresistable fresh blood. 
Hepner characterizes the scenes of "Dracula 
the Ballet" as "scary and compelling." 
"The scenes change so quickly — we go 
from one thing to'the next so fast that it's 
always something new to look at, and that's 
one thing the audiences seem to really like," 
Hepner said. 
Audiences have responded well to Dracula in 
past performances. Hepner said the BTP 
constantly receives "standing ovations and 
bravos" following the performances. 
"I've had so many people come up to me and 
say... 'I've never seen a ballet, but I'll go see 
one if this is what [balletsi look like,'" Hepner 
said. 
Hepner is particularly excited about 
performing in Harrisonburg since she is a 
native of Mount Jackson and attended Stuart 
Hall School. Her father's company, Hepner 
Brothers Block, has underwritten JMU's 
production of "Dracula the Ballet" along with 
other theatre companies. 
Opening the performance is BTP's signature 
piece, "Bolero," featuring the sizzling Spanish 
music of Ravel. It begins with a single 
performer and culminates with 12 dancers in a 
passionate finale. 
But "Dracula" is more than a visual 
performance. It is designed to stimulate the 
mind as well. 
"It's all about choices that cannot be undone," 
Hepner said. "Choices that you make or that 
someone makes for you that are irrevocable, 
and how do you live with that?" 
"Dracula the Ballet" will be performed 
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall. Tickets 
can be purchased at the UPB Ticket Office in 
the Warren Campus Center. Prices are $6 for 
students and $10 for the general public. 
Clockwise from top: Driven by an unceasing 
bloodlust, Dracula preys upon The Innocent 
and the ascension into evil begins; Dracula's 
creatures stalk the night in search of 
victims to satisfy their neverending need for 
blood; The once-human Dracula becomes 
armed with preternatural powers after being 
seduced by the Queen of the Undead. The 
character of Dracula represents the eternal 
struggle between good and evil. 
—
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Photos courtesy of Ballet 
Theatre Pennsylvania 
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Uncle Charlie wants to educate JMU 
»•• 
Most JMU students are here to be educated. But the 
members or JMU classic rock band Uncle Charlie. 
believe they are here to educate. 
"It's all an educational process," bassist Greg 
Bowers said. "We want to educate JMU audiences 
about what good music is. I don't mean io put down 
any JMU bands." 
The teachers are guitarist James DcSanio, drummer 
Ethan Osbomc, lead singer Rick Dunct/ and Bowers. 
CU  *   °   N   D   B 
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What is Uncle Charlie's curriculum? According to 
Bowers, the subject is "Zeppelinesque 101." 
"We're very Zeppelinesque," Bowers said. "Zeppelin 
is the greatest rock band that has ever been, ever will 
be. That's very important." 
DeSanto said, "I'd say we're predominantly 
influenced by Tin Lizzie, UFO and King's X in our 
writing style as far as original music goes. 
"I think when he [Bowers] talks about . . . 
Zeppelinesque, it's more like a jamming kind of thing 
that Zeppelin used to do that we do — go oil on 
tangents," DeSanto said. 
They have already held "classes." 
"We have played at the Back Room, Valentino's, 
the patio and clubs in Frcdericksburg," Bowers said. 
"We're pretty much Randolph Macon's party band." 
Uncle Charlie hopes to hold class on Greek Row in 
late October. 
"We're going to start to do a lot of fraternity gigs 
so we can gel our name around," Bowers said. "So 
people can actually see us." 
The administrative problems affecting Uncle 
Charlie's classes are not with President Carrier but 
rather with the Alcohol Beverage Control. 
Osborne said, "The problem with playing clubs 
here is the ABC cracking down hard. The people with 
fake IDs are afraid to go in. There hasn't been much 
of a market." 
The band not only has "administrative" problems, 
but also suffers from budget problems caused by the 
costly production of its five track E.P. 
According to DeSanto, "For the money we put into 
it, it is an excellent tape. It was very rushed." 
Uncle Charlie's lesson plans aren't planned at all — 
they are just jam sessions. 
Bowers said, "In the middle of a song we'll go off 
on a tangent — just start jamming. We all follow 
each other." 
"We really don't practice. We feel the music," he 
said. 
Most educators stress the three Rs of reading, 
writing and 'rithmctic. Bowers, however, believes the 
addition of a fourth R, reefer, is essential to his 
musical appreciation. 
"Under the influence of marijuana I can get into 
music on a different level," Bowers said. "For 
instance, Jimi Hendrix — his music is the most 
psychedelic music ever. 
"And I think that when under the influence of drugs 
you can get into music. I'm not saying all drugs, 
because I am pretty much a marijuana smoker 
myself," he said. 
Through music. Uncle Charlie believes students 
also will learn about communication. 
"Music is the highest level of communication there 
is," Bowers said. "People actually feel what you're 
trying to say." 
< 
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Top: Uncle Charlie's Greg Bowers jams on his bass guitar. ****.**»» HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Bottom: Drummer Ethan Osborne, lead singer f^9>V^^0if9^)^^^^^M'^ Mft&     '.,1 o i 
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Mmm, good! 
Klines Dairy Bar serves up old-fashioned treats 
PjMAningtpn      ^ 
stqffwriter 
As you turn right from North Main Street onto 
East Wolfe Street, you notice the neon ice cream cone 
blinking at you and inviting you over. You pull up 
to the old while building with the light blue roof and 
begin to wonder what decade you're in. This looks 
like a set out of a "Happy Days" rerun. 
The oddness of the atmosphere may be because 
Klines Dairy Bar is not an ordinary ice cream parlor. 
After being told Klines cant mix flavors ori the 
cones, you decide to get a chocolate shake. Alter 
tasting the smooth, rich dessert, you stop wondering 
why the lines were so long. 
What makes Klines so popular in Harrisonburg? 
Why do customers travel from surrounding towns like 
Elkton and Staunton to have a scoop of this ice 
cream? 
For all practical purposes, Mike Archart is Klines. 
When he talks about his business, his eyes twinkle. 
Mike has owned Klines for 11 years and it seems he 
never tires of talking about it. He remembers visiting 
Klines since he was four. 
At 19, Arehart bought the store. Over the years, he 
has increased sales to three limes what ihey were 
when he started. 
According to Arehart, Klines serves from 1,500 to 
2,000 customers daily during iis peak season. Arehart 
says he sells 700 to 750 gallons of ice cream per 
week. 
After a few years in the business, a new parlor — 
PAUL ARRINGTON/THE BREEZE 
Klines Dairy Bar, a favorite of the 'Burg, offers chocolate, vanilla and different flavors of the week. 
opened on the olhcr side of the Ice Cream Factory 
town. 
Mike soon found a way to work even this lo his 
advantage. 
"I bought my competition," he says. 
Theresa Fox, a resident of Harrisonburg, scoops out 
season, Klines has 1,500 to 2,000 customers a day 
PAUL ARRINGTON/THE BREEZE 
a cone of her favorite flavor. During its peak 
who eat 700 to 750 gal Ions of ice cream a week. 
But there would be no Klines at all without the ice 
cream. 
Arehart buys all his mix — made to his 
specifications — from Shenandoah's Pride and flavors 
it all himself. 
Klines always offers chocolate and vanilla as well 
as a flavor of the week. The store rotates the llavor of 
the week from a set of about 12 purees, consisting 
mainly of fruit and berries, with raspberry being the 
most popular. The flavors occasionally include Oreo, 
chocolate chip, pistachio, black walnut and 
butterscotch. 
Arehart credits the two Electro-Freeze ice cream 
machines with the product's smooth consistency. 
"Those machines were old when John Kline bought 
them," he says. 
As for flavorings, "We use the besi," Archart says. 
He gets his fruit puree from the Virginia Dare and 
Black Bear companies, "the most expensive producers 
of puree. 1 can buy cheaper, but it |lhc ice crcam| will 
be runny." 
Bessie Kline started selling ice cream with her 
husband, John, when the couple began peddling off 
the back porch in 1943. John obtained the machines, 
as well as the formula for the ice cream, from his 
father who ran the Polar Bear ice cream stand in 
Washington, D.C. 
Klines was busy from the very beginning. 
Customers "used to line up almost to the post office 
KLINES page 20 
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Klines  
CONTINUED from page 19 
and they waited very patiently," Bessie 
says. "I have stood at at that window 
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and hardly 
even moved," she adds. 
Arehart says he's looking into 
opening another Klines, but he's not 
planning to change the style of the 
store. "I want the building to look 
exactly like this building. I want a 
specific look," he says. 
But why doesn't Klines mix cones? 
Bessie Kline recalls the induction of 
the "no mix" policy. 
"This guy walks up to the window 
and he says 'I want a dip of chocolate, I 
want a dip of vanilla, 1 want a dip of 
chocolate and I want a dip of vanilla. 
That's the way I want it on the cone,' 
he said to me. 1 say '1 want to tell you 
something. You'll get it this lime, but 
this is the last one you'll get mixed.' I 
turned around to my husband and I 
said, 'If you want to mix them, you 
get in there and work, but I've mixed 
my last cone.' 
"And the next time he comes up to 
the window, he told me the same 
thing. But 1 said, 'we don't mix cones.' 
He walked away. But he came back. 
They always come back." 
Klines closes for the season Oct. 2H 
and won't reopen until March. 
Alcohol Awareness Week presents options 
Marie Burrtua 
staff writer 
"Welcome to the best thing 
that's ever happened in your life." 
That statement was made by a 
student involved in the JMU 
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 
group when describing the 
program. 
For students who may have an 
alcohol problem and are seeking 
help from AA or any other group, 
Oct. 15 to Oct. 20 marks National 
Alcohol Awareness Week. 
Karen Stewart, co-chairperson of 
the committee organizing Alcohol 
Awareness Week, said the event is 
"a chance to make campus aware 
of existing (substance abuse) 
programs." JMU and the 
Harrisonburg area offer several 
solutions to the growing problem 
of alcohol abuse. 
Alcoholics Anonymous is a 
group where alcoholics help each 
other by talking about their 
feelings and compulsions. 
Mark and Susan, not their real 
names, are two students who arc 
involved in the program. 
The two students said two 
alcoholics helping each other is 
easier than one alcoholic on his 
own. The emphasis in AA is the 
group. It is a "spiritual 
organization but not an organized 
religion," Mark said. 
Susan said, "We're here for 
helping others." 
The program hasn't really 
changed over the course of time. 
What does seem to change is the 
rapid growth in membership. 
Each year membership in AA 
increases nationally by one-third. 
About 50 people attend the 
program in Harrisonburg. The 
number of JMU students in the 
program has risen from six in 
1988 to about 30 students now. 
Mark realized he had a problem 
when he only stopped drinking 
when he "couldn't find any more 
beer, couldn't find a refrigerator 
with beer or when a party ended." 
Since this realization, he has 
been sober. 
Susan hasn't had a drink for 20 
months. Before joining the 
program, "I really hated myself," 
she said. "Now I'm liking myself. 
I'm living a life that I enjoy." 
Both students never expected to 
get sober when they joined AA 
but they did. 
No one is too young to be an 
alcoholic. There are some people 
. who need help but just don't know 
where to get it. One person who 
can help is a resident adviser. 
According to Stewart, resident 
advisers go through a three-hour 
program dealing with "alcohol 
intervention — how to recognize 
if someone has a problem." 
Stewart said RAs try to 
communicate to students about 
their problem, but that it is often 
difficult to do. 
Nolan Morris, an RA in Eagle 
Hall said, "The hardest thing is 
when you know someone has a 
problem and trying to get them to 
admit it." 
Another place a person with an 
alcohol problem can turn to is the 
Health   Center.   According   to 
AWARENESS page 21 
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"National 
Collegiate 
Alcohol 
Awareness 
Week" 
Wednesday. Education 
Carnival 
Commons     11:00-2:00pm 
Thursday. Club Thursdays 
Highlands     7:00pm 
"Cillia" - improv at its best! 
Free food and beverages in a 
coffee house atmosphere. 
Sponsored by UPB and 
BACCHUS. 
Saturday: Visit the 
BACCHUS table at the IHC 
Sidewalk Sale! 
Tuesday: 
Eddy 
Talks 
G/S 
Theatre 
7:30 pm 
Sponsored 
by 
BACCHUS, 
UPB, 
SVHESAC 
Monday: Celebrity Mocktails 
D-hall line 4 
Sponsored by food services 
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Awareness. 
CONTINUED/rom page 20 
Nancy Grembi, assistant director for 
health promotion and wcllncss 
programming, there is a basic 
educational program conducted in 
conjunction with the Counseling and 
Student Development Center. "This is 
a first-step course for people not yet 
in deep trouble," Grembi said. 
The Counseling and Student 
Development Center also offers other 
programs dealing with alcohol abuse. 
Tom Mclzinger, the substance abuse 
coordinator, heads these programs. 
Students who believe they have an 
alcohol-abuse problem fill out an 
evaluation form that asks questions 
about their drinking habits. If they arc 
evaluated as having a more severe 
problem, they arc referred to an 
outside agency. 
If their problem is not as severe, 
Metzinger determines which of the 
two on-campus programs will best 
serve their needs — the early recovery 
group or the ongoing recovery group. 
The early recovery group is a group 
that focuses "on providing the 
information and experience needed to 
help each student clearly evaluate their 
problem," Metzinger said. 
The ongoing recovery group is for 
people who have already identified 
their problem and are trying to stay 
sober. 
Alcoholism is a progressive disease. 
According to Mark and Susan, 
"Alcoholism is an elevator. You just 
go down. You can get off lloors, but 
you go down. With recovery, you go 
back up." 
// you think you may have an 
alcohol problem one of these numbers 
can help: 
— 1-800-821-4357. a 24-hour 
hotline 
— 434-8870. the number for 
Alcoholics Anonymous and Alanon 
in Harrisonburg 
— 434-7396, the number for the 
Arlington Treatment Center 
— 434-1941. the number for the 
Substance Abuse Services in the 
Harrisonburg-Rockingham County 
area 
— 722-8826. the number for 
Changes Detoxification Program 
— 432-1256, the number for Charter 
Counseling Center 
— 1-800-468-3390, a toll-free 
hotline to Mountain Wood, a 
residential treatment program in 
Charlottesville 
Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Oct. 15 — Oct. 20 
Schedule of Events 
Monday: "Celebrity Mocktail" at D-Hall Line 4, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
sponsored by Food Services. JMU faculty will tend the bar. 
Tuesday: David Leschke. director of chapter services of BACCHUS in 
the United States, will present "Eddy Talks," a live theater 
presentation incorporating comedy and drama at 7:30 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. The performance is co-sponsored by a grant 
from Shenandoah Valley Higher Education Substance Abuse 
Consortium. 
Wednesday: An educational carnival featuring exhibits and displays 
from alcohol services and campus groups will be held on the 
Commons from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Ice cream and educational 
information will be distributed. (Rain location in PC Ballroom) 
Thursday: From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., "Club Thursday" will be held in the 
WCC. Information tables will be set up giving out statistics on the 
effects of drunk driving. At 7 p.m. Cillia, an improvisational group, will 
perform free in the Highlands room of the WCC sponsored by the UPB 
and BACCHUS. 
Saturday: Interhall Council will present a sidewalk sale, featuring 
exhibits and displays from alcohol services and campus groups 
:
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A SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF JAMES MADISON 
- UNIVERSITY'S 
FINE AjHZ~   FINE ARTS SERIES 
4^ in cooperation with the University Program Board 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17,1990 at 8:00 PM 
WILSON HALL AUDITORIUM 
S 10.00 General Public    $6.00 Seniors/Faculty/Staff/Studcnis 
Tickets available for sale at Warren Campus Center 
 or call JMU-7000 to charge tickets to Visa and Mastercard! ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦♦♦♦■»♦♦♦♦' 
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YOUR OFF CAMPUS 10-12 MONTH LEASES 
HOUSING HEADQUARTERS} t 
♦Pool 
♦Clubhouse 
•Tennis Court 
•Wail-to-Wail Carpet 
•Small Pets Allowed 
'Full Size Washer & Dryer 
•Fully Equipped Kitchen 
•1,2 & 3 Bedroom 
Townhouses and Garden 
Apartments 
A DEVON LANE 
Equal Opportunity Housing 
■» '5* 
If what happened 
on your inside 
happened on your 
outside, would 
you still smoke? 
NOVEMBER 15. 
THE GREAT AMERICAN 
SMOKEOUT. 
IAMERIGAN 
VCANCBJ 
434-2220 
• Corsages 
• Boutonnieres 
• House Plants 
• Fresh Cut Flowers and Arrangements 
£*£.ZQQfs 1774 S- Main St- 434-5996 (1 Block South of 
we wire flowers worldwide       Lowes Theatres) 
Grand Prize. 
1991lsuzuAmigoXS 
Enter the IBM Whaali or Wings 
Sweepstakes. No purchase 
necessary, for more informa- 
tion and an official entry form, 
call, tali tree.1 80O 346-0021. 
Or visit your campus loca- 
tion. And while you're there, 
check out an affordable, 
easy-to use IBM PS/2* 
that's right for you. 
Why not do It today) 
251st Prizes: 
2 free round-trip coach TWA* tickets 
from the U.S. to any TWA destination 
in the continental US.. Puerto Rico, 
Hawaii or Europe, excluding Cairo 
and Tel Aviv 
50 2nd Prizes: 
Portable CD Player 
woc.ic»«Tw«nciMonm*CHAMMBCTa»AHv.i^<»^^ 
•nd*ta/»i/MaMMo»«nwMu*M* 
iCTC)nnmiiaw»<-iwwai   ' 
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Late JMU rally 
KO's Towson 
stqffwriter 
TOWSON, MD. — On paper, the JMU football 
team's game with 0-5 Towson State Saturday 
seemed an easy win. The Tigers hadn't come closer 
than nine points to any of their opponents, 
including a 42-0 blowout at the hands of Division 
II Indiana University, Pa. 
On the field, however, through three quarters the 
Dukes turned the ball over four times and found 
themselves down 7-0 to a team hungry for a win. 
But despite their mistakes and lackluster play, 
JMU was able to use a 21-point fourth quarter 
outburst to win its fourth straight game. The win 
matched the Dukes' longest winning streak since 
TOWSON page 27 
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Captain Christy Glover digs against Campbell. 
JMU falls fast to 
well-rested Xavier 
stqffwruer 
The JMU womcns' volleyball learn dominated the 
round-robin portion of the JMU Invitational, but 
Xavier University blasted the Dukes in three quick 
games (15-4, 15-6, 15-8) to lake the championship 
match Saturday afternoon. 
Even though JMU entered the final match 3-0 in 
tournament play, beating die University of Delaware 
and Xavier Friday and Campbell University early 
Saturday, Xavier had an advantage. The Musketeers 
completed round robin play with an 11 a.m. game 
against Delaware and then rested up for the 
championship match. 
Meanwhile, JMU had to  beat Campbell to ensure 
its spot in the championship and then play for the 
tide about twenty minutes later. 
VOLLEYBALL page24 
Dukes get 10th victory 
with double-digit rout 
Lvnne OutJand 
VKSHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
St. Francis' Jennifer Anderson [111 and JMU's Katie Moylan J£JAflffl|Lte 
their balance and ball possession on the rain-soaked X-lot field Saturday. 
siaffwraer 
The JMU women's soccer team shook 
off their disappointing loss to Kean 
last weekend with a 10-0 romp over the 
St. Francis Red Flash Saturday. 
The Dukes were led by freshman 
Kerri O'Conncll, who scored her second 
hat trick of the season with ease, and 
freshman Chantel Schwandt, who 
scored twice. 
The Dukes dominated the field from 
the very start of the game, scoring their 
first goal with just over two minutes 
into the first half. Freshman Jonnell 
Berry took a pass from Suzie Pizzurro 
and punched the ball straight past the 
goalie. 
"We were really wound up for a big 
game because we lost unfortunately to 
Kean and that kind of hurt our chances 
for post-season play," coach Dave 
Lombardo said. 
JMU's second goal was scored by 
junior Cathy Reid, with another assist 
from Pizzurro just seven minutes after 
the first goal. 
O'Conncll scored her first goal two 
minutes later, unassisted, about 30 
yards from the St Francis goal. She 
sent the ball sailing over St Francis 
goalkeeper Michelle Sullivan's head. 
O'Conncll scored again eight minutes 
later on another assist from Pizzurro, 
* gfvwg" tar rhhftfftsfstiffbt W flay.* " • 
Freshman Katie Moyan scored the 
Duke's last goal in the first half. With 
just three minutes left in the half, 
Moylan shot the ball straight past 
Sullivan into the left corner of the goal. 
The Dukes came out still fired up in 
the second half, even though St. 
Francis offered them liule competition. 
"The tough thing when playing 
against a team like that's struggling 
like that, is to keep'your level of 
intensity up — to do things correctly, 
and we did," Lombardo said. 
JMU continued to roll over St. 
Francis, scoring goal six just five 
minutes into the second half. Schwandt 
took a pass from Carrie Proost in the 
midst of a crowd of Dukes' jerseys 
around the St. Francis goal and punched 
the ball in the goal. 
Even though the score was high, 
JMU did not appear to be trying to run 
it up. Most of the starters did not play 
very much, giving the substitutes 
valuble experience and playing time. 
"We don't like to run up the score, 
but we got everybody in as best we 
could, and everybody played pretty 
well," Lombardo said. Schwandt 
scored again 13 minutes later. She 
took a pass from freshman Angie 
Lingle and shot from about 30 yards 
out to finish the goal. 
O'Connell scored her third and final 
—■»? 
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Volleyball 
CONTINU ED from page 23 
Between matches "wc tried to cal a sandwich real 
quick and drink some juice to get the energy level 
back up," coach Catherine Milligan said. 
At times when the food and drinks couldn't make up 
for the lost energy, the Dukes tried to substituic 
effort 
"I think thai wc fought hard," co-capuiin Elizabeth 
Dean said. "I don't think it showed on the court thai 
we were tired." 
But it showed on the scoreboard. Xavicr took early 
leads in all three games, and JMU never goi close 
enough to catch the Musketeers. 
"A lot has 10 be said for Xavicr," Dean said. "I 
think they played excellent. They wore psyched. Wc 
maybe didn't up our level (of play) to match theirs." 
"They played unbelievably, much better than they 
did (Friday)," she said. "They were able to execute a 
much quicker offense. Their hitters were much more 
consistent. When we played them (before) their hitters 
were making a lot of mistakes and wc blocked a lot 
more." 
The most obvious and costly difference between the 
two Xavicr matches to Madison was at the net. 
On the offense, "The set was a little bit off the net 
at times because the passes weren't consistent," 
Milligan said. 
On the defensive side, "We had a hard time gelling a 
block. We just weren't blocking as well as wc did 
(Friday)," she said. 
With a tournament record of 3-1. and an overall 
record to 11-11, Milligan was proud of her team's 
performance. 
"I'm glad lhal they kepi fighting, and I'm glad thai 
ihey did have some bursts of greatness," she said. 
California kids 
shine on JMU 
Rob Kaiser 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Molly Ball and Aimee Kozlowski watch as Pattl Ray spikes in the Dukes' victory against Campbell. 
staffwriter 
"I wish they all could be California, I wish they 
all could be California, I wish ihcy all could be 
California girls..." 
The Beach Boys may have had different 
intentions, but the basic ihcme fits the JMU 
womens' volleyball squad. Not mat all of the team 
is from California or likely ever will be, bui the 
number of members making ihcir cross-country 
college experience at JMU is on ihc rise. 
"There's no doubt in my mind lhal wc can gel 
kids from out there," said coach Catherine 
Milligan. 
She's right. Two of this year's three incoming 
freshman team members arc from the Golden State 
— Amber Jaunrubenis and Zoc Anasuis. The two 
freshman, along with senior Patti Ray and junior 
Molly Ball, comprise the California Connection, 
for now. 
But more Californians may find their way onto 
the JMU campus, if Milligan can continue to find 
a certain type of person. 
"It takes a special kid," she said. "Someone who 
is willing to go away from home, who's looking 
for something a little bit different. There arc some 
kids that just won't leave California." 
Most of the recruiting in California centers 
around club ball, where all the elite athletes play 
from December to July. Milligan, who is from 
Ventora, Cal., uses these clubs and other 
connections to try and find the "special kids." 
"If we can get them out here, on campus, they're 
usually sold," Milligan expliancd. "Usually the 
problem is getting them out here for a visit." 
But Milligan refuses to be discouraged. 
CALIFORNIA page25 
Hat-trick. 
CONTINUED from page 23 
goal 45 seconds later, off a pass from 
Proost and sent the ball into the net off 
her head. 
JMU waited 20 more minutes for its 
ninth goal but the Dukes never lost 
their intensity. With just three minutes 
left in the game, sophomore Kim Tufts 
scored. With a little help from 
teammate Karen Schulstad, the St. 
Francis goalie was drawn out of the box 
and fooled as Tufts sent a shot past her 
into the left corner. 
The Dukes' final goal came on a 
penalty kick that was called because a 
St. Francis player tripped JMU player 
Kristin Ncwill in the goal box. Newill 
sent a weak shot to the goal, which 
Sullivan stopped, but then lost control 
of the ball and let it slide into the net to 
make the final score 10-0. 
While St. Francis was a weaker team 
than JMU, it had also had travel 
problems the day before and was not 
ready to play a mentally prepared JMU 
team. 
"We were really psyched to win this 
game, to get us ready for this week," 
Tufts said. 
The Dukes have a tough week ahead 
of them. They are scheduled to play 
American and Radford, both teams 
hovering around the top 20 mark each 
week. 
"We have to upset teams like Radford 
and William and Mary, and beat all the 
other teams convincingly to have a 
chance at postseason play," Lombardo 
said. 
With their loss,to Kcan last weekend, 
the Dukes must play catch up the rest 
of the season. 
Tufts also commented on JMU's 
improvement. 
"We played a lot better than we have 
today," said. "We've had a lot of tough 
practices lately, and we're ready for our 
tough games this week." 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
•    ft 
JMU's Karen Schulstad works the ball against the Rashes' defense 
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California 
CONTINUED from page 24 
"We've been real successful with it and I intend lo 
continue doing it." 
"Don't you wish they all could be California ^irls?" 
Do we? Why does JMU recruit thousands of miles 
off campus when other volleyball centers, such as 
those in New York and Chicago, arc so much closer"? 
Milligan claims that "it's easiest lor us lo gel kids 
from California. They're so many kids playing ball 
out there that it's not as competitive in terms of 
schools recruiting." 
To prove the point — look what the Dukes have. 
Ray is "one of the best well-rounded players" in 
terms of body control, ball control, experience, and 
few mistakes, according to Milligan. 
She leads the team in hilling perccnuigc and the 
team often looks to her in pressure situations. 
"We definitely go to her when wc need a side out." 
said Milligan. 
Ball serves as the team spark plug, and has been 
since her freshman year — when she started as the 
only setter on the squad. 
"It was scary," Ball said, "but the team was really 
supportive and patient." 
Jaunrubenis is "probably one of the most highly 
recruited players that we've signed," Milligan said. 
Virgina Tech, the University of Maryland, South 
Florida, and other schools offered her full 
scholarships, but she turned them away. 
"I felt a lot more comfortable on JMU's campus 
than the other campuses that I visited," she said. 
Because of a clutter of talent in the middle, Anaslas 
has found herself on the bench most of the lime. 
"As an incoming freshman, I knew that I wouldn't 
VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Leap frog 
JMU's Scott Davis leaps over a sliding Marshall player as the Dukes bounded to a 3-0 win. 
play much," said Anaslas."Right now I'm jusl 
learning the ropes of college volleyball." 
Anastas may have realized her present role, but 
Milligan knows her future. 
"Zoe is definitely going to be a stud on this team," 
she said. 
"The west coast has the sunshine"   and the team 
will soon be basking in it. The Dukes leave on Oct. 
23 to play three games in California. 
"It's important that wc play in the regions that wc 
recruit," said Milligan. 
--»y 
THURSDAY 
OCTOBER 18 
DON'T MISS THEIR ONLY HARRISONBURC 
APPEARANCE THIS SEMESTER! 
■ 
FREE MUNCHIES EVERY THURSDAY 5-7 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 434-2367 
LARGE 
One-Topping 
Pizza 
c^$7.50 
(Delivered) 
Expires: 10/22/90 
I LARGE 
One-Topping 
Pizza Plus 4 
Ice Cold 
Drinks 
^ $8.00 
(Delivered) 
Expirei: 10/22/90 
-.' 
*uv 
■»' 
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2 Convenient Locations 
DUKES PLAZA CARLTON ST. 
225 South Main St. Open Fri. & Sat, 
OPEN 24 HOURS Till 11 p.m. 
433-2191 433-9565 
WE GLADLY ACCEPT: VISA/MASTERCARD 
(REG. OR DIET2 LTR. BTL. SPRITE $1.19* 
CAFFEINE FREE 
Coke or Diet 
Coke 
2 LITER BOTTLE 
109 12 PACK 
££$3.49 
Buy 1, Get 1 
FREE 
Schultz's Pretzels 
7 oz. PACKAGE 
SAVE$1.00-ANIMAL 
CRACKERS-GRAHAMY 
BEARS-SCHOOL HOUSE 
1/2 PRICE! 
Sunshine Cookies 
8-9 oz. PACKAGE 
CHOICE " 
GOURMET UNSCLICED 
1/2 PRICE! French or 
Italian Bread 
16 oz. LOAF 
CHICKEN MUSHROOM-SEAFOOD CRAB 
CHICKEN-BEEF OR SHRIMP-SAVE SBC 
1/2 PRICE! Nissin 
Cup O Noodles 
2.5 oz PACKAGE 
ALL VARIETIES 
Santitas Corn 
Chips 
10 07 BAG 
RIDGES-REGULAR OR SOURS 
CREAM & ONION 
Wise Potato 
Chips 
6 oz BAG 
CALIFORNIA RIBIER 
Black Grapes 
C 
Lb. 
A&P 
Apple Cider 
64 oz. 
PUFFED & CRUNCHY 
Wise Cheese 
Doodles 
7oz. BAG 
pnasNims«o«a IFIICIM i>irtiuiura»v.oci M. im> ouANmyroaiisrestrivED NOI HSPCNSOIEFOHTYHOCIWHICA. ""ais 
S 
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QOHOCPS 
ON THE PATIO 
TUESDAY OCT. 16TH 
WITH CDS,TAPES, SHIRTS, 
POSTERS AND MORE! 
69 S. LIBERTY ST. 433-5550 
COMMUTER NEWS 
Volume II, No.3 Monday, Oct. 15,1990 
Halloween Dance - 
Party, dancing, contests, refreshments and prizes! 
Guaranteed good time! Everyone welcomed! . 
October 30,8-12 midnight 
P.C. Ballroom 
Look for more details in the next column. 
Did you know that most major apartment 
housings have complexreps? Take any concerns 
or questions about your complex to them for 
answers. A list of complex reps is posted in the 
CSC lounge! 
Recycling Forum - tonight between 7-9 
p.m. in the Blackweil Auditorium (Moody Hall). 
Learn what is being done and how you can get 
involved. Sponsored by The Center for 
Off-Campus Housing. 
Revised bus schedules win be out soon! 
Stop by the CSC lounge for information. 
Lockers available - in the CSC lounge. 
Only $3 a semester, $5 a year. 
Commuter Awareness Week was a success! 
Thanks to all those who participated throughout 
the week! 
Towson  
CONTINUED from page 23 
1987 and tipped its record to 4-2. The 
Tigers, 0-6, are still looking for their 
first victory. 
"We've never had to overcome that 
much adversity," JMU head coach Joe 
Purzycki said. "1 think we were the ones 
who caused the adversity. 
"All in all, it's better to win ugly 
than to lose ugly," Purzycki said. 
"Anyway you cut it and any way it 
looks, it's four in a row and we're going 
back home." 
Quarterback Eriq Williams was 
responsible for two of the turnovers, 
throwing two interceptions in the first 
half. But Williams' 135 yards on 25 
carries led the team in rushing and was a 
career high for the sophomore. 
Williams leads JMU this season in 
rushing yards with a 500-yard total. 
"I just came to play; we were trying 
to get the win. I had no idea what was 
going on — I was just in an 
unconcious state of mind out there," 
Williams said about his success on the 
ground. But Purzycki said he's trying 
not to over use his quarterback. 
"I think he pressed it so hard to make 
plays and do a lot on his own," 
Purzycki said. "He made some great 
individual runs that enabled us to 
sustain drives and to score. But we can't 
put that much of a load on him." 
Towson scored on its first possession 
when Chris Goclz completed a pass to 
Ken Weeks for the 7-0 lead. On its first 
possession, JMU drove to the Towson 
36 before Williams' pass intended for 
Leon Taylor was intercepted by 
Towson's Gary Hatcher. 
JMU drove to the Towson 36 once 
more in the second half before Willie 
Lanicr fumbled to end the drive. In the 
third quarter, a Williams pass was 
intercepted at the Towson 6-yard line. 
The Dukes finally got on the board 
with 12:09 left in the fourth quarter 
when Sparksman ran it in from the 
11-yard line. Johnny Perez's extra point 
tied the game at seven all. 
JMU defensive tackle Jermcl Harris 
said that although Towson had not won 
a game, the Dukes knew it was going 
to be a struggle. 
"The offense wasn't doing that bad," 
Harris said. "It was just unfortunate that 
they kept turning the ball over. As the 
game progressed, we knew what we had 
to do, it just took a little time and we 
finally got it done. 
"They're an 0-5 team, but on film 
they were moving the ball," Harris said. 
"We knew it was going to be a tough 
game because we've been playing them 
ever since we were Division III, and this 
is their top rival." 
Harris had two sacks on the night for 
a defense that was ranked seventh in 
Division I-AA last week. 
The momentum shifted to JMU's 
favor for good when Donnie Phelps 
intercepted a pass at the 43-yard line and 
returned it for a touchdown with 11:04 
remaining in the game. 
"It got us real pumped up," Phelps 
said about his interception. "We got a 
penalty for everybody coming out to the 
endzone." 
JMU was penalized 5 yards on the 
kickoff. 
Purzycki said Phclp's interception was 
the turning point of the game. 
"What turned everything around is 
that in the fourth and late third [quarters| 
we started making plays," Purzycki 
said. "Donnie Phelps' play is going to 
be one of the plays of the year." 
With 6:53 left in the game, 
Sparksman ran it in from the 19-yard 
line for his second touchdown of the 
game, making the score 21-7. 
Towson scored once more but when 
Robbie Jackson dove over the top from 
the 1-yard line with 4:13 remaining to 
make the final score 21-14. 
"I think one of the things that's been 
difficult for this team is that for four 
consecutive weeks they've been in a 
position where everybody said "You're 
going to win this game easy.' Those 
situations — we talked about it all 
week — sometimes can get the better of 
you." 
The Dukes are faced with the toughest 
part of their schedule beginning next 
week with Youngslown State who 
defeated Liberty 34-6 Saturday. 
Youngstown was the sixth-ranked I-AA 
team in last week's poll. They then face 
Division I Navy, Division I-AA 
national champion Georgia Southern, 
William and Mary and Appalachian 
State. 
"The toughest part of our season is 
coming up and if that can't get us 
pumped up to play ball nothing can," 
Williams said. "We've got to play at 
our best at all times." 
RECYCLING FACT: 
Making newspapers from virgin fibers 
uses twice as much energy as recycled 
paper. 
The Breeze is contributing to the recycling effort by recycling all of its 
office paper as well as used newspapers. Recycling is the one way we 
can all give something back. Consult your local yellow pages for the 
nearest recycling agency. 
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SPORTSHKHUGHTS 
Women runners finish 2nd in state 
The JMU women's cross country team finished 
second lo William and Mary in ihc suite 
championships held this weekend in Blaeksburg. 
The Dukes' Pat Riltcr was the team's top 
individual performer with a time of 19:18 in the 
5,000-meicr course lo finish sixth overall. 
Virginia Tech's Mary Allen was the overall 
winner with a time of 18:33.6. 
Assistant coach Pat Hcncr said that the Dukes 
may have overtaken the Tribe without a few 
lapses during the race. 
"I think we went out well, but we didn'l run 
our second mile well," Hcnner said. "From about 
3/4 of a mile to a 1 1/4, is where wc didn'l run 
well. Thai's where William and Mary passed us. 
From then on in, wc stayed pretty close to 
them." 
The Dukes will get another shot at William 
and Mary in three weeks when the two will be a 
part of the Colonial Athletic Association 
Championships. 
Men's cross country takes 5th 
The JMU men's cross country team ux>k a fifth 
place finish in the nine-team Virginia Suite 
Championships, also held in Blacksburg 
Saturday. 
The Dukes' top finisher was Mike Kirk, wlto 
finished 26th in the 131-runner field with a tune 
of 27:06.8. 
Hcnner, who also serves as the men's assistant 
coach, said that the finish is due to a lack ol 
leadership on the team. 
"Wc just don't have anybody dial's gelling up 
there in the front group and running," he said. 
"And then everybody else keys off those guys and 
we're getting caught up in the middle ol the pack 
too much. But then again we're running so many 
freshman and sophomores, it's hard to be IOO 
dissapoinlcd." 
Men's tennis canceled 
The Virginia Intercollegiate League Tennis 
Championships, which JMU was scheduled lo 
have been a part of this weekend at Radford, were 
canceled due to adverse weather conditions. The 
tournament will not be rescheduled. 
JMU head coach Drew Wittman said the lack of 
indoor facilities in the area caused the 
cancellation. He said a suggestion was made lo 
hold a doubles-only slate tournament but not 
enough of the coaches were in favor of doing so. 
Around the nation ... 
Cavs ranked No. 1? 
Number one ranked Michigan's lasi-seeond 
28-27 loss to Michigan Suite. Saturday Opened 
the door for second ranked UVa to uike owr the 
top spot in most football polls. 
The Cavs, who dumped N.C. State 31 -0 in 
Charlottcsvillc Saturday, were ranked second in 
both the APand USA Today polls last week. 
UPI had them at third behind Nebraska. 
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JMU Results 
FOOTBALL 
JMU-Towson State Statistics: 
Towson St. 
JMU 
0    0  7—  14 
0   0 21—21 
First Quarter 
TSU—Weeks, 5-yard pass from 
Goctz (Mattfckl kick). 9:32. 
Fourth Quarter 
JMU—Sparksman 11 -yard run 
(Perez kick). 12:09. 
JMU—Phclps 43 yard 
interception return (Percy, kick). 
11804. 
JMU—sparksman 19-yard run 
(Perez kick). 6:53. 
TSU—Jackson 1-yard run 
(Maufeld kick). 4:13. 
A—1.489. 
First downs 
Rushes-yards 
Passing yards 
Comp-Alt-Int 
Punis-Avg. 
Return yards 
Fumbles-lost 
Penalucs-yards 3-20 
Time of Poss.   25:55 
TSU 
14 
30-31 
173 
19-34-1 
8-43.5 
0 
2-2 
JMU 
23 
64-342 
27 
3-9-2 
5-38.8 
152 
7-3 
12-99 
34:05 
Individual Statistics 
RUSHING—TSU: Jackson 
8-18. Gricr 14-14, Goclz 7-4. 
Blair. l-(-5). JMU: Williams 
25-135. Lanicr 13-51. 
Sparksman 10-67. Sims 2-10. 
Campbell 3-21. Taylor 7-49. 
Green 4-9. 
PASSING—TSU: Goctz 
16-28-0,157 yds. Marsilio 
3-6-1. 16 yds. JMU: Williams 
2-6-2.23 yds. Green 1-3.4 yds. 
RECEIVING—TSU: Howard 
8-70, Jackson 3-23. Smigcl 
2-19. Patterson 2-28. Weeks 
1-5, Lcvcnlhal 1-7, Gricr 1-4. 
Barns 1-17. JMU: Thorton 2-23. 
Sims 1-4. 
MISSED FIELD 
GOALS—None 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Saiurday, October 13th 
JMU 21—3 
Marshall 0 0—0 
GOALS—JMU: Burke 31:01. 
Sampson 33:42. Engclfried 
73:72. 
SHOTS—JMU 15. Marshall 4. 
SAVES—JMU: Fant3: Marshall 
Taylor 7. 
Records: JMU 10-4, Marshall 
7-6-2. 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Virginia State Championships 
Oct. 13, Blacksburg: 
Teams results: 
1. William and Mary 26 
2. James Madison 55 
3. Virginia tech 91 
4. Radford 119 
5. Richmond 130 
6. Liberty 145 
7. VCU 159 
JMU's top finishers: 
6. Patricia Riltcr 19:18 
7. Sabrina Bugay 19:30 
10. Melissa Freda 19:38 
15. Christine Corey 20:03 
17. Amy Taylor 20:11 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Virginia State Championships 
Oct. 13, Blacksburg 
Team results: 
1. William and Mary 15 
2. Virginia Tech 74 
3.0DU 103 
4. Liberty 122 
5. JMU 155 
6. VMI 160 
7. Radford 166 
8. VCU 182 
9. Richmond 229 
JMU's lop finishers: 
24. Mike Kirk 27:06,8 
25. Chris Siraub 27:07.5 
36. Chris Baker 27:28.6 
41. Chris Bir 27:35.3 
65. Jeff Thompson 28:31.6 
VOLLEYBALL 
Xavicrd. Campbell 13-15, 
18-16,15-2,15-9. 
JMU d. Delaware 15-13. 8-15. 
15-13,7-15. 
Campbell d. Delaware 15-13. 
8-15.15-13,15-7. 
JMU d. Xavier 13-15.15-9. 
15-11.15-10. 
Second round. Saturday, Oct. 13: 
Xavier d. Delaware 15-8.15-7, 
15-8. 
JMU d. Campbell 15-12.15-7. 
13-15.15-8. 
Championship game: 
Xavier d. JMU 15-4.15-6. 15-8. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Saturday, Washington, D.C. 
Georgetown 1 0—1 
JMU 2 0—2 
GOALS—JMU: Rosclli 9:02. Myers 
31:28. Owen 61:53; Georgetown: 
Fox 8:35. 
SHOTS—JMU 16. Georgetown 15. 
SAVES—JMU: Knapp 14; Plunkctt 
13. 
ASSISTS—JMU: Hokc, Cooper, 
Rosclli, Blades; Georgetown: Miles. 
Sunday. Washington. D.C. 
American 1 0—I 
JMU 0 0-0 
GOALS—American: Schwolow 
13:09. 
ASSISTS—None. 
SHOTS—JMU 10, American 9. 
JMU record u now 5-11-1 (2-3). 
REC REPORT 
VOLLEYBALL: 
The sign up meeting for men's 
women's and co-rcc volleyball is 
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in 
Godwin 338. Rosters can be 
picked up in Godwin 213 before 
signups begin. 
INSTRUCTIONAL CLINIC: 
There will be a volleyball 
instructional clinic on Oct. 10 at 
7:30 p.m. in Godwin gym. The 
clinic is free but you must 
pre-regisier in Godwin 213 by 
noon on Tuesday. 
CROSS COUNTRY: Sign ups will 
begin on Sunday. Oct. 14 ai 2:01) 
on Hanson field. The race will 
start following signups. 
OFFICIALS CLINIC: 
There will be a volleyball 
official's clinic on Tuesday at 
4:30 in Godwin 205. 
WPNNERS: 
The second annual Almost 
Anything Goes champion is 
AERho. The JMU women's 
softball club was runner-up. 
M«n singles tennis champion: 
John Maloney. 
Women's singles tennis 
champion: Nicole Myers. 
Mens doubles doubles tennis 
chamions: Leo McCafcrly and 
Chris Senio. 
JMU SPORTSWATCH 
Tuesday- 
Field hockey at Maryland, 7 p.m. 
Women's soccer ai American. 3 
p.m. 
Wtdnesday- 
Mcn's soccer at VCU, 7 p.m. 
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CALVIN & HOBBES/A7/ Watterson THE FAR SIBE/Gary Larson 
Get off +h<> 
sowing or II 
puncn >/our 
tights out. 
SEARS FROM NOW, WUEN I'M 
successful AND UA?F*<, 
...AND HE'S IN PR\SON... 
1 HOPE I'M NOT TOO 
MATURE TO GLOAT. 
T 
GIVE WE A NICE SM\LE    ' 
TWATS SCOP.   HOW DONT 
MAKE A FACE, OK?  REA01? 
ONE... TWO... THREE..,   ^ 
( CHOC J 
OU, GREAT ALTAR 
OF PASSWE 
ENTERTAINMENT... 
BESTOW UPON ME A 
TUN DISCORDANT \ 
IMAGES AT SUCH 
SPEED AS TO RENDER / 
LINEAR TUOUGUT / 
IMPOSSIBLE/      / 
CAMPUS UFE/ChrisDeCarlo 
,11- 
""'rttr-- 
Hopeful parents 
"Dennis, do you mind il Mrs. Carlisle comes in 
and sees your rhino tube-farm?" 
OU.Y0O dEE: io NEOAWEi VftWAfi£ 
You u«e THftT? IP■**>UGUTBNEPiJP 
/IND^EKT TOt*J?W=S N*E£PTew*X> 
1
 HAVE toME.POrJ. 
>fco ceu^rreETNEw 
P60PLE ,1(00 C0UX> W 
5C5ME DBAJWtVi G*^ 
VOUCOLCC-CBIMCE... 
...lCOLX>Vte6 
ourewa*se> 
ufiite^rtATDW. 
MXie£EVlH*r\     . 
rfswT?iSG«wtJ 
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30-* TMEBREEZ^MGNDAY/XX^BEfrMr^SSO1- 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters 
menMY +_ TVTAUY , $ 
k 
OFF THE MARK/Mark Pansi 
CAW MOM EXPlMti 10 ri£ HOU 
THIS OFFICE QOBS lUK&XM *Z0O* 
WORM OF COFFtf EACH. DM?I 
©«*>>|*n0»fl/' 
KENMORE HALL/Rob Fwr 
\' 
•a* 
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Classifieds 
'o" 
FOR RENT 
University Court Townhouse - BR available 
now for 1 male. $180. Snared utilities. Call 
Harriet Faulkner, owner/agent, 234-9758. 
Roommate Needed - Non-smoking female. 
Own room for second semester, May & 
summer if desired. Rent negotiable. Ofde Mill 
Village. Call Jennifer at 564-1950. Please 
leave message. 
Apt. In House - Rent from now tl December 
or May. Your choral $140/mo. Cal Joni, 
433-8283, Great location. 
Baseball Cards - Buying, selling, trading. #1 
card shop in Valley. "Virginia Cards a 
Collectibles" located in Becky's Mad, 10 miles 
south of Harrisonburg on Rt. 11. Open 
Thursday thru Sunday. Phone 234-9900, 
434-5040. 
Deluxe Condo - 3 BR completely furnished. 
Cathedral ceiling with devastating glass 
balcony, fireplace, pool. 59K» or $500/mo. 
with option to buy. (703)978-5016 
Single Disc CO Player - Perfect condition. 
$50.433-5812. Ken. 
Government Seized, Surplus Vehicles - 
AvaiUe from $100. Call lor irnmeefsto Mo. 
(504)649-5745 ext.S-411. 
76 Datwn B-210 - Must sell Can be used 
for parts. $50. Cal Charles al 433*225. 
Futon - Natural pine from with black mattress 
converts from seating area to fuH-size bed 
$80.433-7945 
Tinning Unit - Vertical/horizontal use. New. 
433-9321 
Diamond Back Apex 1987 - New tires, grips 
includes 2 bottles, bag & kryptonle lock. 
Excellent condition. $500 or best offer. 
432-1034 evenings. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn $2,500 * Free Spring Breek Trips - To 
Bahamas, Jamaica as part-time campus rep. 
for Spring Break Travel. (800)638*786 
Overseas Jobs - $900 - 2,000/mo. Summer, 
year round. All countries, all fields. Free info. 
Write IX. P.O. Box 52-VA04. Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92625. 
Fast Fundraising Program - $1,000 in just 1 
week Earn up to $1,000 for your campus 
organization. Plus a chance at $5,000 morel 
This program works' No investment needed. 
Cal (800)932-0528 ext. 50. 
Make Easy Money At Home - Write E.Z. 
Cash, P.O. Box 103, Bridgewater, Va. 22812. 
Include SASE. Make $500 -1,000 per week! 
Waitress Needed - Jess' Lunch. All shifts 
open. Apply in person. 22 S. Main St. 
Experienced DJ's Needed - With or without 
music. Call BackTrax, 433-2658. 
Easy Work! Excellent Peyl Assemble 
products al home. Call lor into. (504)641-8003 
ext. 411 
Free Spring Break Trips - To students or 
student organizations promoting our spring 
break packages. Good pay & fun. Cal CMI, 
(800)423-5264. . 
Programmer Analyst - Energetic individual, 
able to work as team member to design, 
code, debug, lest & document computer 
systems/programs. Wil confer with users of 
computer systems to define needs. 
Assignments wi include ful range of systems 
& applications development He cycle. Wil 
train a bright, self-starter with a 4-yr. degree in 
computer science, strong oral & written 
communication skills & training In structured 
COBOL programming language. Progressive, 
growth-oriented company. Excellent benefits. 
Great opportunity for the right candidate. 
Send resume to Human Resources, Rocco. 
Inc.. P.O. Box 549. Harrisonburg, Va. 22801. 
Typing done in my home. Call 432-1975. 
Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Toth, 
828-4064. 5 minutes south of Harrisonburg. 
Horizon Sure Tan — Is your professional 
tanning center. Both UVA & UVB rays. Phone 
434-1812 or stop by 1106 Reservoir St 
Word Processing Of Student Papers, 
Reports, etc. Judy Shaw. 828-2746. 
Star Enterprises - Typing service. Resumes, 
term papers, textbooks, theses. Ask lor Linda, 
432-3999. 
Pro-Typist - Next day service only $12Qpg. 
Brenda. 432-9810. 
Terrific Typist - Fast & accurate service. 
Near JMU. 434-4332. 
Word Processing - By professional 
secretary. Call Liz, 249-5767. 
WANTED 
Cuy Needed - To share apt. Own room, 
kitchen, bath. 2 blocks from campus. 
$175/mo. ♦ utilities. Call Greg, 433-6743 or 
R.S. Monger, 434-3882. 
Went To Buy Mountain Bike - Cal the 
Stewarts after 430 pm, 434-8418. 
PERSONALS 
Tracy P. - Congratulations on a year« a half 
with me! Craig. 
Laurie Ann - Congratulations my A<D chic. 
Rex. 
Attention: 
There will be a 
Junior Class Meeting 
on Tues., Oct. 16 a! the WCC in the 
Highlands Room. Al juniors are 
welcome to attend, so be there! 
Hey Nice Catholic Girl - Let's go again for 
twice as long Nice Protestant Boy. 
Train-A-Champ   -   Help   train   mentally 
retarded students for Special Olympics. 
Christie Savage - Get psyched for tomorrow 
night. We're gonna have so much lun. You're 
. awesome! Love, .Your ZTA Big Sis. _ . 
Shroomarame T-Shtrts - "You weren't there 
but I saw you anyway*. Call Chuck, 433-4821, 
Now available in Tie-dye. 
National Organization For Women Meats 
every Tuesday, Piedmont Room. WCC at 5 
pm. Women & men invited! Equal rights & 
more. 
Mary Stuart Bolkig - Your ZTA Big Sis 
loves you! 
Happy Birthday Squkmen - I love you. M. 
Glory. 
Waitress Needed - Jess* Lunch. All shifts 
open. Apply in person. 22 S. Main St. 
Karate Lessons - Monday & Wednesday. 7 - 
930 pm, Godwin Hall Wresting Room JMU 
Martial Arts Club. Open to all ranks A styles. 
Instructor 4th degree black bed Only a lew 
openings left. Call 434-8824 or stop by. 
Tim Preston - Good luck pledging. From 
Your <t>X« Big Brolher(s). 
Cleveland - I love you! You make me happy) 
You're sexy! 
Urn, Urn, Urn, Um_Hi vary! Fish. 
Jackie Kaufman- You are bad! Had a great 
time Sunday! Love, YBS. 
To Be One: 
The Battle Against Racism 
Fri., Oct. 19,8 pm 
Miller Hall 101 
Sponsored by JMU Baha'i Assoc. 
Christian T-Shkls t Sweatshirts - Available 
at sidewalk fair, Parents Weekend 
Pick Up A Pumpkin - Al the Great Pumpkin 
Sale on Tues.. Oct. 16th at the Harrison 
Annex Breezeway. 
Alcohol Study Subjects Wanted - If your 
mother drank any alcohol while pregnant cal 
433-7163    evenings,    weekends.     Your 
participation vitally important! 
Laura - Get well soon Kiddo, we miss you 
down here. With, love your Breeze Buddys. 
Are you coming? We thought so. 
JMU Ski Swap 
Parents Day, Oct. 20, Piedmont 
Room, WCC. 
Gear up for the season. Questions? 
CaJSig. or Jen at 433-4034 
International Cultural Picnic - Tues.. Oct. 
16, 5 pm, Purcell Park Bring an international 
dish to sharel Sponsored by Students for 
International Experience. 
Debbie Murphy - Your AEA Big Sister loves 
youl 
Give II To Us! Your ski equipment, old or 
new, we want it. JMU Ski Swap. 
Consignments accepted. 7 - 7 pm, Fri., Oct. 
19. Piedmont Room, WCC. Questions? Call 
433-4034. 
Alwood and Joei - Have a peachy Keen 
day. Jennifer 
Little Beth and Smelly - Meghan and I really 
„ mtssed.our favorite suiteroales Saturday night. 
Adoption - Open hearts, empty nursery. 
Happily married couple wishes very much to 
adopt white infant. We wil give your baby a 
warm, loving home with strong family values 
& Imancial security. Let us make this difficult 
time easier for you. Strictly legal & 
confidential. Call collect. (804)452-2082. 
Shearh Motley Is 21! 
J.T. - Your AXA Big Sister is thinking about 
youl 
No Joke 
Proudly Presents 
The New Potato Caboose 
Thurs.Oct. 18 
Belle Meade! 
KAP Pledges - Thanks for Vie romp in the 
park. You guys are awesome. AT Pledges. 
Train-AChamp Meeting - Tun.. Oct. 16, 
730 pm. Valley Room, Mezzanine WCC. 
FYI - Alcohol A substance abuse program. 
Learn healthy akematives to t problem. Call 
the Healh Center at x6177. 
Adoption - Our children are priority. We have 
graduate degrees, financially secure. Legal. 
ConhdentiaL Cat Carol S Peter. (703) 
664-2979. 
AXA - We had a great time at the Bam! 
Thanks, DC 
KAP - You did an awesome job during 
AiKhorspiash! Cindy S Heather. 
Lorl a James - Congrats! Good luck 
pledging <P£E Love, Your Big Brothers. 
Karen & Cathy. 
Rich - Happy 20th! Hope your birthdays 
awesome. Love Always, Care. 
"In Earnest" - Is now accepting submissions 
of poetry, fiction & essays in P.O. Box 4177. 
DeadhneOct. 19. 
Beth - Happy early 20th birthday from your 
birthday buddy Susan 
Nadine Heard - Hope you had a great 
birthday! Peace. Karen A Sherri. 
Looking For The Next Miss America! 
Ladies between ages 17-26 interested in 
competing in the 1991 Miss Shenandoah 
Valley Scholarship Pageant, formerly Miss 
Va. Poultry Festival, for scholarships S a 
chance to compete al the 1991 Miss Virginia 
Pageant, call 433-6256 or 434-4332 lor more 
info. Entry deadline is Jan. 5.1991. 
Internship Discussion - Sodely ol 
Professional Journalists, tonight, Room Z, 
Anthony-Seeger. 
Steve - Shall I say it? 'So What?!?' I love 
you. 
AMS Presentation For DPMA Tues.. Oct. 
16,7pm.HXB204. 
To My AXP Big Bro - Thanks for the 6 S 
Killer Dye! You're awesome! Rani 
Waitress Needed - Jess' Lunch. All shifts 
open. Apply in person, 22 S. Main St. 
National   Organization   For  Woman   - 
Meeting Tuesday. Piedmont Room at 5 pm. 
Mernatkmel Cukural Picnic - Tues.. Oct. 
16, 5 pm, Purcell Park Bring an international 
dish lo share! Sponsored by Students for 
International Experience.    . 
Eric - Happy 21st birthday! You're a great 
brother &I love you very much. Gerdrs. 
Hunter - Want a new car? Study you P.O.S.I 
Guess who? 
Stop By The Great Pumpkin Sale - On 
Tues., Oct 16th at the Harrison Annex 
Breezeway. 
Suzanne Schulte - Get psyched lor Tuesday 
night! Love, YBS. 
Matt Solomon Your X* Big Sister is 
watching youl 
Jeff Macarinas - Your AXA Big Sis loves 
you! 
Do You Love Mom? Patio. 9 am - 4 pm, 
Thursday & Friday. Math Club. 
DPMA Members - Come to the AMS 
presentation Oct. 16,7 pm, HX-B204. 
J. Rktgway - Your due: Tah to Chris S. 2 
Shy.  
Zete Pledge Mm Roehrig - I cant wait unti 
tomorrow night! I love youl Your Big Sis. 
Do You Want To Heto Stop The Abuse Of 
animals & earth? Join JMU tor Animal Rights. 
432-1169. 
Welcome Back Students - Shenandoah 
River Outfitters, Luray, Va. wi give students 
25% discount with reservations. Call 
743-4159. 
Attention: 
There will be a 
Junior Class Meeting 
on Tues., Oct. 16 at the WCC in the 
Highlands Room. All juniors are 
welcome to attend, so be there! 
Kim  Moyer  -  Congratulations  on   your 
promotion! Don't bum the Com Rakes!! 
ntoetyeveryone 
Dave - Had a great weekend as usual. Love, 
Cleopatra. 
Crissy - What a woman- What a roomale! A 
Mark and Rlehy - Stephen Curtis Chapman, 
stars and friends (not to mention Ihe 
'accident') Again soon? Love, Converse. 
Maginnis Appreciation Day- Oct. 17 Gilford 
Hal go to room 308 and show your 
appreciation. 
Nell - Most awesomest. most specialest, 
most coolest, most bodacious Li sis. 
Laura I ton - Remember, never, never, turn 
your back on a 'marked* feline. Fred. 
APICS Presents 
Careers in Operations & 
Resource Management 
A Career Seminar 
Oct. 18,1990, WCC, 2:15-5:15 pm 
Heather (MPC) - Cable, Leggos. Chinese 
Food, Trivial Pursui and you. What more 
could I ask lor from an evening? LOVE 
MGPOTT  
' 
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Since Superoni was such a hit, we're going one 
step further . . . WITH BURGER! 
ilhis week only, it's BURGERQNI'1 
at 
111! 
Wi$jo§Mr. Gatti's Burgl&oni Pizza with extra p 
of fresh provolone cheese, pepperoni and %i 
V$> $7 For a Medium, Plus Two Free DrinRs 
^fpK   $9 For a Large, Plus Four Frft Drinks 
Parent's Weekend 
Remember: Bring your parents to the best All-You-Can Eat Deal in Town. 
Featuring great BIG screen T.Y.'s, great atmosphere, great food, and great fun. 
A ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$6.00 
(iooil lor Deliu-n or Takt-Oiil (Milt 
A THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$7.00 
(.null  I HI   |)lli\(T\ III    l.iki    < > n I < >lll\ 
All-You-Can-Eat Pizza 
Pasta, and Salad Buffet 
Available Daily 
11AM-2PM   $3.99 
5:30PM-8:30PM - $4.29 
Delivery Available 
11AM-1AM      Sunday-Thursday 
11AM-2AM      Friday-Saturday 
433-0606 
The Best Pizza In Town.. Jlonest! 
Located In Cloverleaf 
Shopping Center 
A ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$8.00 
(■dud l-'or Deliver* 01 Take-Out Only 
A THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$9.00 
(fiNHl l-'or Delivery or Take-Out Onl> 
sir 
